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The Austrian 
Science Fund (FWF)

To understand the world, we need to probe deeply. 
Fundamental research takes time, but it opens up 
entirely new horizons. This is why we support pioneering 
researchers on their roads to discovery. The wealth 
of their insights is the capital of future generations.



The First Step

The great expeditions of today take place 
in the sciences and humanities: in the 
laboratories, the libraries, in the field. 
Basic research, in particular, is always a 
journey into the unknown, often with an 
unclear outcome. At the same time, it 
creates the potential for amazing discov-
eries and scientific breakthroughs. The 
knowledge gained serves as the basis for 
an enlightened society, makes progress 
possible and strengthens societal resil-
ience, sustainability and democracy. Sci-
ence and scholarly research are founded 
on open-mindedness, exchange and coop-
eration. It is important to uphold these 
values, especially in this day and age.

For there to be anything new, someone 
always has to take the first step. Among 
these pioneers are researchers who turn 
their ideas into convincing proposals and 
apply for the FWF’s highly sought-after 
and competitively awarded third-party 
funding. Just over 3,300 researchers from 
universities and research institutions all 
across Austria lined up at the start last 
year and submitted an application. 

This number alone speaks to the excel-
lence and diversity of top-level research 
in Austria. I would like to congratulate 
warmly all those who received funding 
in the end and wish them every success. 
I would like to encourage all those for 
whom it didn’t work out last year to keep 
at it and stick with research.

Dear researchers, the knowledge pro-
vided by basic research benefits genera-
tions to come. Your research discoveries 
lay the foundations for tackling the major 
challenges facing society today and in 
the future. There are certainly more than 
enough of them. Stay curious!

AlexAnder VAn der Bellen

Federal President of Austria



The Full Spectrum
of Austrian Top-Level

Research

 
 

MArtin PolAschek

Austrian Federal Minister of
Education, Science and Research

The figure is impressive: 732 researchers 
and their teams received grants from the 
FWF last year. 732 outstanding projects 
provide the basic knowledge needed to 
come up with better answers to the chal-
lenges of tomorrow. What’s more, they all 
increase Austria’s attractiveness as a cen-
tre of knowledge, boost innovative capacity 
and contribute to ensuring prosperity for 
society as a whole. A look at the research-
ers and their pioneering projects reveals 
the full spectrum of Austrian top-level 
research. To introduce them all individually 
would go beyond the scope of this foreword. 
However, we could, for example, mention 
Austria’s new Wittgenstein Award winner, 
Monika Henzinger, a world-class computer 
scientist. Or the newly funded transdisci-
plinary #ConnectingMinds teams, in which 
experts from the worlds of research and 
living and working experience work closely 
together to investigate topics such as the 
future of caregiving, sustainable meat pro-
duction or new therapies for Parkinson’s 
disease.  

Exchange and cooperation are the keys 
to success in top-level research, which is 
clearly demonstrated, for instance, by the 
new joint doctoral programmes between 
universities and universities of applied 
sciences. Young researchers can pursue 

new career paths and, among other things, 
make technological or medical advances 
with the opportunities afforded by using 
artificial intelligence. In addition, the FWF 
once again helped to launch large research 
networks through its Special Research 
Programmes.  

The future also looks promising, with the 
excellent=austria initiative helping to create 
collaborations between researchers of 
unprecedented scope. The annual report 
shows that Austrian basic research is 
growing and, thanks to the FWF, is more 
vibrant than ever, a development that we at 
the BMBWF wholeheartedly support.

I would especially like to thank all those 
researchers who are providing their exper-
tise to address the pandemic and its conse-
quences. Here too I would like to emphasise 
the wide range of coronavirus research 
projects, from those to improve medical 
treatments, to mitigating the effects on 
society as a whole. 

To all the researchers whose projects were 
approved in 2021, I would like to express my 
sincere congratulations and wish you every 
success. May your projects lead to many 
scientific breakthroughs ‘made in Austria’.



What Holds 
the World Together

Be daring and break new ground: We took 
this principle of basic research to heart 
in designing this year’s annual report. 
Together with ORF’s Radiokulturhaus and 
Ö1, we have launched a new, out of the 
ordinary, discussion series called ‘What 
Holds the World Together’. Each time, two 
guests from the world of research and 
other walks of life get together to discuss 
the future. What about curiosity, creativity 
and competitiveness in each of their fields? 
How does society deal with research, and 
research with society? What can we learn 
from each other?

You can look forward to stimulating con-
versations about scientific progress, social 
responsibility and about the courage to 
pursue new frontiers. Two people who at 
first glance have nothing in common look 
for what connects, surprises and inspires 
us. Below you can read a few excerpts, 
and the full discussions are available 
online (in German only). 

2021 brought with it many new develop-
ments for the Austrian Science Fund: 
The federal government’s RTI Strategy 
2030, the RTI Pact, and the new three-
year funding agreement offer Austrian 
researchers increased funding with 
long-term prospects. The BMBWF is 
providing the FWF with € 806 million in 
funds for the period from 2021 to 2023, 
an increase of 27 percent compared to 
the last three years. There was also good 
news following the loss of funding from 
the National Foundation. The Austrian 
federal government announced a succes-
sor, Fonds Zukunft Österreich, from which 
the FWF will also seek funding for its 
programmes. 

In terms of its funding portfolio, the FWF 
was able to roll out the first pillar of the 
excellent=austria initiative, or e=a for short.



The launch of the Clusters of Excellence 
signalled the beginning of the application 
stage for the first of three e=a pillars, in 
which research teams receive up to €70 
million in funding over a period of ten 
years for pioneering, large-scale projects 
in basic research. The new ESPRIT pro-
gramme was also given the green light in 
2021. 18 talented postdocs, half of whom 
were women, were awarded funding 
during the first round of approvals. Many 
others will follow in 2022. The transdis-
ciplinary #ConnectingMinds programme, 
in which mixed teams from the worlds of 
research and practice search for answers 
to society’s problems, also got off to a 
successful start.

A look back at 2021 reveals that the de-
mand for FWF funding continued to grow 
across all funding programmes. Last year, 
researchers submitted 3,316 proposals 
totalling approx. €1.2 billion, a significant 
increase of more than 14 percent. Of these, 
732 projects were approved to the tune 
of € 256 million. The pressure on approval 
rates continued to increase and the reasons 

are obvious: Universities are experiencing 
a welcome surge in growth and are prov-
ing successful at attracting new outstand-
ing researchers to Austria. Non-university 
research institutions, such as the Institute 
of Science and Technology Austria or the 
Academy of Sciences, are also expanding. 
The success of Austrian researchers 
and their institutions in making scientific 
progress depends in no small part on the 
long-term endowment of the FWF’s funding 
budget. Every additional euro that Austria 
invests in the best researchers in their 
field enhances the country’s resilience and 
prosperity.

We, the FWF Executive Board, hope you 
find this year’s annual report exciting and 
inspiring reading. 

christof GAttrinGer 

President 

UrsUlA JAkUBek 

Executive Vice-President 

 

GeorG kAser 

Vice-President 
Natural Sciences and Engineering

Gerlinde MAUtner 

Vice-President 
Humanities and Social Sciences

ellen Zechner 

Vice-President 
Biology and Medical Sciences



independence
and diversity

The autonomy of the FWF and the inde-
pendence of its funding decisions are 
protected by law. Researchers from all 
disciplines, regardless of their academic 
position, are given the time and freedom 
they need to gain new insights.

excellence
and competition

It is the quality of research that matters, 
which is why researchers compete in the 
global arena of ideas. The FWF invests 
exclusively in those researchers whose 
proposals receive excellent reviews from 
international peers.

transparency
and fairness

The FWF is committed to allocating funds 
in a transparent, fair and inclusive man-
ner. It rigorously avoids conflicts of inter-
est, builds in multiple cross-checks at 
all stages and clearly communicates its 
practices and decision-making procedures 
to researchers and the public.

Gender mainstreaming
and equal opportunities

The FWF promotes equal opportunities 
in world-class research for all genders.
Career development programmes and 
gender mainstreaming in all areas support 
researchers in their diverse career paths. 

international cooperation

Successful research is based on obtaining 
facts and findings. International coopera-
tion, open access to knowledge and critical 
reflection bring together complementary 
fields of expertise and contribute to making 
research trustworthy. The FWF is commit-
ted to facilitating and supporting research 
cooperation across national borders.



Basic Principles 
of the FWF

integrity and ethics

As a founding member of the Agency 
for Research Integrity, the FWF pro-
motes compliance with the rules of good 
research practice and internationally 
established ethical standards. Its own 
activities and funding effectiveness are 
also reviewed and evaluated by inde-
pendent experts on a regular basis.

dialogue and cooperation

The FWF sees itself as a partner in dia-
logue and provides an open forum for the 
exchange of knowledge. It seeks to build 
bridges between the scientific community, 
research institutions, business, politics, 
the media and the public, and encourages 
critical debate on the role of science in 
an enlightened society fit for the future.



Key Figures 
at a Glance
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A Meeting 
of Minds

They come together for one hour to talk:
Two people, both successful in widely divergent professions, 
exchange thoughts and ideas. What about curiosity, creativity 
and competitiveness in each of their fields? 
How does society deal with research, and research with society? 
What part does failure play on the road to success? 
What can we learn from one another? 

The series of talks entitled ‘What Holds the World Together’ 
is held in cooperation with the ORF-Radiokulturhaus and 
the radio station Ö1.



Do the laws of physics or great stories hold the world together? 
Bestselling author MArc elsBerG and surface physicist 

Ulrike dieBold discuss jazz, their love of physics and 
their déformation professionelle at the ORF-Radiokulturhaus.

Journalist GÜnter kAindlstorfer led the discussion.



‘We have a particular 
 fascination for what 
 we do not understand.’
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Günter Kaindlstorfer: Ms Diebold, how would you explain surface physics 
to my 14-year-old daughter? She tells me she gets average-to-good grades 
in physics.
UlriKe diebold: Our work is based on the atom: To put it simply, we place 
molecules on the surfaces of atoms and observe what they do.
Kaindlstorfer: How can we see that?
diebold: We use special microscopes. Half of the Wittgenstein Award, in 
other words half-a-million euros, was earmarked for just such a microscope. 
We use them in stainless steel chambers. This allows us to see individual 
atoms, and even how they move.
Kaindlstorfer: What kinds of surfaces are you talking about? Erasers or 
water glasses?
diebold: (laughs) No, metal oxides, because they have fascinating proper-
ties, like whether or not they conduct electricity.
Kaindlstorfer: Mr Elsberg, can you see some inspiration here for your  
next thriller?
Marc elsberG: Definitely. Thrillers keep you in suspense because they 
thwart your expectations. I can picture the scene right now: It could be 
about a completely new method for generating energy, for example; there 
are thousands of possibilities.
Kaindlstorfer: In which sinister forces are at work – but  
I don’t want to tell you how to write your books.

elsberG: One possibility might be for the matter to 
be invisible.

Kaindlstorfer: Is that plausible, Ms Die-
bold? Is some kind of cloaking de- 

vice being developed at Vienna’s University of Tech-
nology?

diebold: Such a thing already exists: 
non-reflective meta-materials. The 
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light is deflected around the material, 
showing us the objects behind it.
Kaindlstorfer: Ms Diebold, how do you work? 
And Mr Elsberg, what is your work like as an author?
diebold: We are a large, very international team. Unfor-

tunately, as a professor, I have less and 
less time to spend at the microscope myself, 
which I find regrettable.
elsberG: My books require a lot of research: I work on 
some material for ten years. If I need to tap into special-
ised knowledge, I consult experts. Most of them like to 
talk to me because they see that I can turn their expertise 

into something which is understandable. The next step is the plot and the 
characters. I used to write pages and pages of biographies for them. I could 
even tell you their grandfather’s favourite meal. And then they still ended up 
doing whatever they wanted. (laughs) They take on a life of their own and, in 
the end, the characters know best.
Kaindlstorfer: I’ve read that some authors even take psychological tests 
for their characters on the internet.
elsberG: I have never tried that.
Kaindlstorfer: Our series is called What Holds the World Together. As a 
physicist and as an author, how do you both see this?
diebold: There are forces that bind positive atomic nuclei to negative elec-
trons. There are weak interactions and there is gravitation. In the standard 
model of physics, it is easy to keep track of the number of forces at work. 
This standard model is what we try to poke holes in. (laughs) We are particu-
larly fascinated by what we don’t understand.
Kaindlstorfer: Does an invisible world exist?
diebold: Yes, dark matter and dark energy are both being researched.
Kaindlstorfer: Mr Elsberg, what holds the world together for you?





elsberG: Maybe I suffer from a déformation professionelle, but I think it’s
the great stories. The old myths and legends, such as the ones which tell 
us of resurrection from the dead. I’m still of a generation when everybody 
gathered on Saturday nights to watch Wetten, dass..? on TV. Today, society 
is much more fragmented. Everyone watches what they want, when they 
want. It’s more difficult to find a unifying narrative. But humans are social 
animals, and we need interaction to survive. There is also a tie-in to physics: 
My book Greed focuses on economic models and explains why societies that 
cooperate grow. There is a mathematical model that proves that if wealth is 
pooled and redistributed, there is a long-term benefit.
Kaindlstorfer: Why don’t we do that?
elsberG: We do to a certain extent, for example in cooperatives or with the 
welfare state. In the so-called good old days, the top tax rate in the United 
States was 97 percent. Today, it’s five.
Kaindlstorfer: So, it’s our willingness to cooperate that holds the world 
together?
elsberG: Yes.
Kaindlstorfer: Ms Diebold, has there always been a passion for science in 
your family?
diebold: I come from a very modest background. My father was the first 
to attend university. My family comes from Upper Styria, where they were 
farmhands. One of them even made it to foreman in the Kapfenberg steel
mill.
Kaindlstorfer: And where did you get your love of physics?
diebold: For me, physics was always very clear and went hand in hand with 
common sense. A physics teacher in the sixth grade was a great influence 
on me. He taught us about the Leidenfrost effect – that’s when drops of a 
liquid dance on the stove top – by hopping around the classroom. But I was 
interested in many things, literature, economics... It was through music that 
I ended up at the University of Technology. Jazz is really the only music I can 
stand, and there were regular concerts at the TU. So I thought: I’ll go to the 
TU, they have the best jazz there.



Kaindlstorfer: How did you fare as a woman in such a technical discipline?
diebold: I was often the only one. But now the number of women at the TU 
has increased fivefold, and today the proportion of female first-year stu-
dents is 25 to 30 percent. But there are still not enough women in technical 
professions; it’s different in the Arab world and also in countries where Ro-
mance languages are spoken.
Kaindlstorfer: Would jazz be a way to boost the number of women? Are 
there still jazz concerts at the TU?
diebold: (laughs) That’s a great idea, I will suggest that to the rector.
Kaindlstorfer: What role have mentors played in your career?
diebold: A major role. My doctoral advisor and my postdoc supervisor were 
both very supportive, so I was able to become a professor in the US at a very 
young age. But you need a lot of commitment and a lot of luck. In Austria, 
unfortunately, there is still not enough funding for basic research. We need 
more brain circulation. Research must be international, but good people 
should be able to return to Austria.
Kaindlstorfer: In which fields does Austria have world-class research? 
diebold: In quantum physics and certainly also in computational materials 
physics. By providing funding, the FWF plays a crucial role in basic research. 
If you don’t water the roots, nothing can grow.
K aindlstorfer: Can human-driven climate change be solved with tech- 
nology?
diebold: The natural sciences must help through manufacturing methanol 
from CO2.
elsberG: In other words, capture.
Kaindlstorfer: What does that mean?
diebold: The CO2 emitted by major polluters is captured and converted im-
mediately. It is already being done, but not very efficiently.
elsberG: Fortunately, we are already in the midst of the energy transition.
Kaindlstorfer: So, the world will not end in an apocalypse?
elsberG: I write thillers for a living. (laughs)
diebold: I am sure we will achieve significant breakthroughs.
Kaindlstorfer: Thank you for the discussion.



Ulrike dieBold 

Is professor for surface physics 
at the Vienna University of Tech-
nology (TU). Over her career she 
has been the recipient of a number 
of prizes, including the Wittgenstein 
Award. In 2021 a special research 
programme funded by the FWF 
began under her leadership.

MArc elsBerG

Was a strategy consultant and 
creative director in advertising. 
Today he is an author living and 
working in Vienna. Through his 
international bestsellers, BLACK-
OUT, ZERO and HELIX, he has 
become a master in the genre of 
science thrillers.



‘Not everything 
has to be 

ground-breaking’



Political scientist kAthArinA t. PAUl and 
ORF journalist GÜnther MAyr talked about 
science and journalism, success and failure, 
as well as work during the lockdown.
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Günter Kaindlstorfer: Mr Mayr, you are the face of the pandemic. How are 
you handling your celebrity?
Günther Mayr: For me, it’s not about personal celebrity. It’s about elevating 
science reporting, about appreciation for science editors.
Kaindlstorfer: What were your working conditions like during quarantine?
Mayr: I still remember the first reports from China about a mysterious lung 
disease, then the whole thing exploded within the span of two weeks. It cul-
minated in my managing editor telling me, ‘You have to get to the studio in 
ten minutes!’ I had to dig out a tie first. Science editors usually work behind 
the scenes. The lockdown itself was spooky; a car came and took us to the 
ORF broadcasting centre and back to our apartments. We were instructed 
not to speak to the driver. During quarantine, I slept in my office. We were 
completely isolated, and the knowledge that there were two, three million 
people out there, waiting to hear what you have to say. That’s quite a respon-
sibility, and it wasn’t always easy.
Kaindlstorfer: What is your personal attitude towards news reporting on 
the coronavirus?
Mayr: Communicate the facts clearly and calmly. You can’t send an entire 
country into panic. Personally, I found Niki Popper, who did the projections, 
extremely helpful. It was important not to completely lose your sense of hu-
mour in all this: like the Austrian minstrel Augustin.
Kaindlstorfer: Ms Paul, how was it professionally and per-

sonally for you during that time?
Katharina t. PaUl: I can’t separate my professional 

life from my personal life. I have two sons 
aged seven years and seven months. I 

had already been carrying out re-
search into vaccines for two years before the 

pandemic broke out, and all of a sudden it 
went from niche to mainstream.
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Kaindlstorfer: What was the focus of 
your research?
PaUl: Vaccination has always been a contested 
issue historically. There is more to it than just medi-
cal intervention. It’s about how far the state is allowed to 
intervene in the private lives of its citizens. At what point does 

a political discourse become moralizing? There 
are people who are afraid.
Kaindlstorfer: How did you research people’s attitudes to-
ward vaccination?
PaUl: In home-schooling mode. (laughs) No, seriously, I 
worked on two studies, the Corona Panel Project and Sol-
idarity During Pandemics, both in the form of in-depth in-

terviews, on a comparative and international basis. As I said, I was focused 
on the issue of mandatory vaccination before that. Now everyone wants to  
be part of the conversation. But in principle, it’s good to have a broad dis-
cussion.
Kaindlstorfer: Do you have any advice for the Austrian health minister?
PaUl: Any vaccination is only as good as the political system in which it is 
embedded. People must not be left to make such a decision on their own. It 
is important to build trust in doctors and authorities with the lowest possible 
threshold. We see that some countries have been better at this than others. 
For example, personal letters were sent out with vaccination appointments. 
In Austria, there was already a discussion about vaccination scepticism be-
fore the opponents of vaccination had even become organised.
Kaindlstorfer: In a nutshell, personal letters are the instrument of choice.
PaUl: Not just letters. It’s also about where low-threshold questions can 
be asked: for example, by people who are afraid of needles. It is also about 
having the political courage to tell people sometimes, we don’t know.
Kaindlstorfer: How did you get your start in political science?





PaUl: I have always been interested in how the state interacts with society. 
I also did a six-month internship at the European Commission and realised 
how much I like theoretical work. That’s what I was missing. I then decided 
to do a PhD in Amsterdam.
Kaindlstorfer: What about you Mr Mayr?
Mayr: I always wanted to become a journalist. As a boy in Murau, I recorded 
my commentary of Austrian skier Franz Klammer’s downhill races on audio 
cassette. I always read and wrote a great deal. My mother said, ‘You’ll starve 
to death as a writer.’ So, I studied journalism. Egon Erwin Kisch’s Der ra-
sende Reporter was very important for me as it ties literature and jour-
nalism together. During my years at university Vienna was also a place of 
social learning for me. After I had finished, I sent out a cheeky application 
letter looking for an internship. I think there were eleven internships in all 
of Austria at the time, and I figured they were already taken anyway. But the 
regional studio in Klagenfurt, Carinthia, ended up accepting me. And I now 
know every nook and cranny of the province.
Kaindlstorfer: You have been working at the Austrian broadcaster ORF for 
35 years now. What do you love about your work?
Mayr: Working with language. And that I have freedom. None of my analyses 
for the ZIB newscast have ever been subject to editorial interference. And 
you always meet incredibly fascinating people. I’ve already had the privilege 
of meeting several Nobel laureates.
Kaindlstorfer: What about you Ms Paul?
PaUl: The social relevance of my research, that it can be put into practice. My 
work is also very international. And I have a lot of freedom. The FWF, which 
provided the funding for my START Award, doesn’t interfere. And I person-
ally enjoy excellent conditions for my research. But there is a bit of a lack of 
career prospects in Austria as a whole,  in order to stop the so-called brain 
drain. This is a problem for women in particular, because they are structur-
ally even worse off, since they do most of the caregiving. Women are still 
underrepresented in professorships.
Kaindlstorfer: What could be done about that?
PaUl: In the Netherlands, there is a quota for professorships at the Univer-
sity of Technology.



Kaindlstorfer: What role does failure play in your professional life?
Mayr: I once failed to get a story on the Russian mafia in Vienna. And as a war 
reporter during the war in Yugoslavia, I almost walked across a minefield, 
but a soldier pulled me back.
Kaindlstorfer: That kind of failure would have been your last.
PaUl: I personally failed at home-schooling. (laughs) I would even fail the 
school-readiness evaluation.
Kaindlstorfer: Which subject?
PaUl: Even sport.
Kaindlstorfer: What do you expect from good science reporting?
PaUl: Modesty. Not everything has to be ground-breaking. And we should 
also be able to report on failures in science and research.
Mayr: The challenge in reporting science for the ZIB newscast is content 
reduction. That’s exactly why we invented analysis interviews. The use of 
metaphors in coronavirus reporting was also an experiment for me that, 
fortunately, worked out well.



GÜnther MAyr 

Is the head of science reporting 
for the Austrian broadcaster ORF. 
He holds a university degree in com-
munication and is known to a wide 
TV audience from his interviews 
and statements across a variety of 
news programmes, most recently 
on the subject of Covid-19.

kAthArinA t. PAUl 

Has received numerous awards 
as a political scientist and conducts 
research into health policy, regu-
lation, medicine and biopolitics at 
the University of Vienna. She was 
the recipient of one of the FWF’s 
six START Awards in 2021.



The head of Vienna’s cemeteries renAte niklAs 
and neuroscientist rUPert lAnZenBerGer 

discuss science and faith, the miracle of the brain 
and images in our heads, the culture of grieving 

and how emotions are created.



‘Change only 
  happens through 
  irritation.’
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Günter Kaindlstorfer: The brain is one of life’s greatest miracles. What is 
so exciting about your research work?
rUPert lanzenberGer: The brain is an organ that weighs only as much as one 
and a half litres of milk, and yet it contains 100 billion neurons. I work in the 
field of imaging in human medicine. I don’t do animal experiments.
Kaindlstorfer: Your specialty is imaging. What exactly does that entail?
lanzenberGer: Fortunately, we have state-of-the-art equipment here in Vi-
enna. My focus is on functional magnetic resonance imaging. In psychiatry, 
we do studies with patients and control groups made up of healthy people. 
You are also welcome to contact us.
Kaindlstorfer: Does it hurt?
lanzenberGer: Not as a rule. You can see what your own brain looks like.
Kaindlstorfer: I’ll consider it. Ms Niklas, you made headlines when you al-
lowed jogging in Vienna’s Central Cemetery. How has the culture of grieving 
changed?
renate niKlas: Urbanisation, globalisation and digitisation have an impact 
on cemetery culture as well. We are very heterogeneous, even if we grow 
up in the same city. And the mental images we generate on any subject are 
heterogeneous as well. When you think of cemeteries, what images do you 
see in your mind’s eye?
Kaindlstorfer: A shady grove, tree leaves dappling the 
sunshine.

niKlas: The question is, what is permissible in 
places like that? Change only happens through 

irritation. We want to bring life into our 
cemeteries. Our burial-ground reg-

ulations allow everything that 
reverence for the space permits. And that de-

pends in some cases on what your beliefs 
are. Many people come in the bright-
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Kaindlstorfer: Shouting in pain?
niKlas: We see the cemetery as a place where 
people meet and express a variety of feelings. Vien-
na’s cemeteries cover an area of 5.2 square kilometres. 
They also provide a habitat, and not only for the people living 

directly adjacent to them. We use this area to 
benefit the city. There are 46 active cemeteries in Vi-
enna with flower meadows and bee colonies.
Kaindlstorfer: You want to bring life into the cemetery: 
One custom that has changed is that there are no more 
open casket funerals. Doesn’t that mean that death is 
being rendered invisible?

niKlas: Open casket funerals are no longer very common, but they do hap-
pen. The pandemic in particular has also forced us to become creative. For 
example, we streamed funerals live via the Internet at a time when the num-
ber of people in attendance had to be very limited, or when relatives were 
scattered all over the world. Funerals come in all shapes and sizes, ranging 
from the very pompous to the very subdued. We also have natural graves.
Kaindlstorfer: Do you do cremations?
niKlas: Yes, and you can, for example, choose which tree you wish to be 
buried under. In Hietzing we also have rainwater urns. The rain dissolves the 
organic urn, so you are in harmony with the natural cycle.
Kaindlstorfer: Would that appeal to you?
lanzenberGer: Yes, for me as a natural scientist, I find that very appealing. 
This is the first time I’ve heard of it.
Kaindlstorfer: I once talked to a medical examiner who was no longer 
afraid of dying. She had looked at hundreds of brains of dead people and 
said they were all flooded with feel-good hormones. Is that credible? What 
role do endorphins play at the moment of death?





lanzenberGer: What happens when you are dying? There is a significant lack 
of blood flow to the cerebral mantle, and the older parts of the brain, which 
are responsible for emotions, take over. We know that certain neurotrans-
mitter systems give us positive experiences.
Kaindlstorfer: Why is that so difficult to research?
lanzenberGer: Mostly we can only carry out measurements for short peri-
ods of about an hour.
Kaindlstorfer: But you would need several hours of measurements?
lanzenberGer: Yes, and right at the time of death. 
Kaindlstorfer: How many brain researchers are there worldwide? Surely 
someone would be available?
lanzenberGer: Around the world there are hundreds of thousands. The 
question is whether the FWF would fund it. And an ethics commission would 
also have to give its approval.
Kaindlstorfer: One more question on the current state of research: 15 per-
cent of all people suffer from depression at least once in their lives. What 
can imaging technology tell us about that?
lanzenberGer: The therapeutic approach works very well for about a third 
of sufferers, but unfortunately not at all for another third. If we knew at an 
early stage which form of therapy was best, that would be an enormous step 
forward.
Kaindlstorfer: Are there any theories about where depression comes from?
lanzenberGer: The term covers many different diseases. In many cases, we 
do not know.
Kaindlstorfer: I usually feel my emotions more in the solar plexus. I ex-
perience negative emotions sometimes in my neck. Do feelings arise in the 
heart?
lanzenberGer: Every conscious perception originates in the brain. Feelings 
simply symbolize complex physical conditions.
Kaindlstorfer: Our society has also become more complex, more plural. 
How is this reflected in cemetery culture?
niKlas: Our cemeteries are run on an interdenominational basis. I really rec-
ommend that you go to Vienna’s Central Cemetery on All Saints’ Day. Some 
people go there with a handcart full of pizza and Red Bull.
Kaindlstorfer: Ready to party?
niKlas: Yes.
Kaindlstorfer: Is saying goodbye to someone integrally important to people, 
no matter how it appears?
niKlas: Yes, and we offer many different ways to do so. The few hundred 
people who take the urns home, sometimes bring them back after a while. It 
is good to have a ritual and then to let go.



Kaindlstorfer: Is there a trend towards cremation?
niKlas: In Vienna, cremation accounts for 33 percent of funerals, and natu-
ral burial for ten percent. In western Austria, natural burials are far more 
common. In Germany cremation accounts for as many as 90% of funerals.
Kaindlstorfer: Is there also an economic reason for that?
niKlas: It depends on how much space is available; in Vienna, there’s less 
pressure. Recently we added a digital grave as an addition to every analogue 
grave. So, grave administration can be done any time, anywhere.
Kaindlstorfer: Like online banking for graves?
niKlas: (laughs) We also have digital memorial spaces where you can share 
thoughts and pictures. We are currently working on adding video formats. 
Soon we will be setting up a photovoltaic system with Wien Energie, the  
Viennese municipal energy supplier.
Kaindlstorfer: You are using open spaces for that.
niKlas: Yes, the areas used by grounds maintenance.
Kaindlstorfer: Mr Lanzenberger, one consequence of demographic growth 
is an increase in dementia. What is the current state of the research in this 
field?
lanzenberGer: Unfortunately, we cannot yet cure dementia. However, the 
pharmaceutical industry is placing a great deal of focus on Alzheimer’s. But 
it will still take decades. By the time recognisable symptoms emerge, it is 
usually already too late.
Kaindlstorfer: In terms of prevention, at what age should you have a 
check-up?
lanzenberGer: At 50 or 60. Dementia is the umbrella term, and Alzheimer’s 
is only one category.
Kaindlstorfer: You and many of your colleagues are funded by the Austrian 
Science Fund, the FWF. What is the state of medical research in Austria?
lanzenberGer: It’s certainly something to be proud of. In recent decades, 
there has been a significant increase in publications and a great deal of fund-
ing for basic research.
Kaindlstorfer: Finally, a personal question: What would be your ideal way 
to die?
lanzenberGer: As late in life as possible and while I’m still healthy.
niKlas: Same for me.



renAte niklAs 

Has been the managing director 
of Vienna’s cemeteries since 2017. 
Prior to that she was the head HR 
for Wiener Linien, Vienna’s public 
transport. After receiving a degree 
from the Vienna University of Eco-
nomics and Business, she began her 
career in corporate consulting before 
taking a job at Wienstrom GmbH, 
a subsidiary of the Viennese munic-
ipal energy supplier, in 2002. 

rUPert lAnZenBerGer 

Is a neuroscientist at the Medical 
University of Vienna, where he heads 
up the Neuroimaging Lab focusing 
on psychiatric diseases and the 
effects of psychotropic medication. 
The FWF has funded his research 
for many years, most recently as 
part of the Clinical Research Pro-
gramme in 2021.



FWF Videos:
Science in Motion

Ant Migration

‘ For us, ants have never lost their fascination’, 
says Birgit Schlick-Steiner, an evolutionary biolo-
gist at the University of Innsbruck. Together with 
her husband, Florian Steiner, she has been study-
ing these animals and their extraordinarily coop-
erative behaviour for years. She has also observed 
how invasive species are increasingly crowding 
out native fauna. Despite their social behaviour, 
ants also engage in fierce territorial battles: 
‘These fights are a matter of life and death’. Fund-
ing from the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) has 
enabled the two researchers to develop methods 
to decipher the genetic particularities of these 
creatures.

the World’s first
territorial state

Even as a small child, Christiana Köhler liked 
digging in the sand, and she is still doing it. For 
many years, this archaeologist has been exca-
vating in Helwan, a town south of Cairo, where a 
huge ancient necropolis has been uncovered. The 
findings made there provide evidence of the first 
territorial state in world history. Köhler, a keen 
glider pilot in her free time, focuses her research 
on ordinary people and shows how the population 
lived and worked 5,000 years ago. The findings 
allow for parallels to be drawn with the require-
ments of modern confederations such as the 
European Union.



‘ Science in motion’ opens a window on to the many-faceted world 
of basic research. Internationally renowned researchers from 
Austria report on current projects, insights into, and questions 
relating to their disciplines.

Understanding how life Works

Michael Wagner’s interest and expertise lies in 
the study of microorganisms in the field. He is 
specifically concerned with nitrifying bacteria and 
their impact on the environment. These micro-
organisms play an important part in the Earth’s 
nitrogen cycle. Wagner, the 2019 winner of FWF’s 
Wittgenstein Award, also brought his expertise 
to the fight against the coronavirus with the devel-
opment of the gargle test. Whenever Wagner is 
not in the lab, he can be found recharging his bat- 
teries in nature. The destruction of the environ-
ment that he can observe there also provides him 
with food for thought.

What do Animals talk and
think About?

His grandparents’ love of nature marked Tecumseh 
Fitch for life. Growing up in Pennsylvania (USA), 
he was surrounded by forests and wildlife and had 
one goal: to become a scientist. Today, Fitch is a 
cognitive biologist in Vienna and studies how ani-
mals communicate and what they think. To do this, 
he records animal calls from many species and 
analyses them on computers. He also studies the 
evolution of music and argues that music evolved 
in early humans to create lasting social bonds 
in groups. His research contributes to a better 
understanding of the evolution of humans and 
animals, and of their common evolutionary roots.

FWF Videos:
Science in Motion



‘nothing in life is risk-free’

Virologist Christoph Steininger is concerned with 
what makes viruses function as well as the mech-
anisms that lead to the outbreak of a disease. 
This climbing enthusiast was able to use his 
expertise on how viruses work during the corona-
virus pandemic. He made a significant contribution 
to the development of tests and launched a PCR 
self-test that delivers reliable results within 24 
hours. The FWF has supported several of his basic 
research projects.

‘ We need to Understand
climate change’

From an early age, Gina Moseley was intrigued 
by caves, and she has been exploring them since 
the age of 13. At the moment, UK-born Moseley 
is carrying out FWF-funded research at the 
University of Innsbruck, where she explores the 
climate history of the Arctic, using deposits found 
in caves. To this end, Moseley regularly travels 
to the northernmost part of the globe, to northern 
Greenland, where the impact of climate change 
is expected to be most pronounced.

organic solar cells
for a Better future

There is a good reason that the sun is the oldest 
deity worshipped by humans: ‘It is the best and 
cleanest source of energy we know’, says physi-
cist Niyazi Serdar Sarıçiftçi. For the last 30 years, 
Sarıçiftçi has been working on the question of 
how solar energy can be used in an efficient and 
eco-friendly way. In his research, Sarıçiftçi – 
winner of the Wittgenstein Award – focuses on 
the development of organic solar cells.



the importance of emotions

The political scientist and sociologist Anna 
Durnová explores the question of how emotions 
determine our actions. Using case studies from 
politics and society and supported by the FWF, 
she is trying to get to the bottom of the role played 
by hopes, fears, anger, or joy in order to create
better mutual understanding. Durnová is convinced 
that marginalising feelings or failing to address 
them can be dangerous, particularly from a polit-
ical perspective. Repressed emotions are a fertile 
ground for radical movements, polarisation and 
the disillusionment with politics.

the it landscape Planner

Our everyday lives depend on complex IT systems 
more than we think: hospitals, parliaments and 
companies depend on them. With the support of 
the FWF, computer scientist Ruth Breu is working 
to make such IT landscapes secure and man-
ageable. For this purpose, the native Bavarian 
develops living models which – not unlike urban 
planning models – evolve continuously to cope 
with increasing requirements. Breu was able to 
turn her basic research successfully into a practi-
cal application in 2017 with the spin-off ‘txture’.



Award 
Winners 

Wittgenstein:
Austria’s most generously
supported research programme

The Wittgenstein Award is open to outstanding 
researchers from all disciplines. Endowed with 
1.5 million euros per winner, the award enables 
recipients to conduct their research with the 
utmost freedom and flexibility. Researchers are 
thus enabled to intensify their research activities 
at the highest international level. 

stArt: excellence grants
for aspiring top researchers 

The START programme is aimed at top young 
researchers, who are awarded up to €1.2 million 
for six years to enable them to carry out their 
research in the long term and with financial 
security. By setting up and/or expanding a 
research group working under their leadership, 
principal investigators of START projects have 
the opportunity to qualify for a leadership 
position in the world of research.



Award 
Winners 

stArt/Wittgenstein Jury

In the START Programme and the Wittgenstein 
Award, the START/Wittgenstein Jury makes a 
funding recommendation to the FWF Board. 
The Jury consists of thirteen international top 
researchers who make their decision based on 
the reviews by international experts.



Wittgenstein
Award Winners 
1996–2020

1996
erWin f. WAGner

Morphogenesis of
the Vertebrate Face

rUth WodAk

Discourse, Politics, Identity

1997
GeorG GottloB

Information systems
and Artificial Intelligence

erich Gornik

Semiconductor Nanoelectronics

AntoniUs And 

MArJori MAtZke

Epigenetic Inactivation
of Transgenes in Plants

1998
WAlter 

schAcherMAyer

Stochastic Processes in Finance

Peter Zoller

Theoretical Quantum Optics 
and Quantum Information

1999
kiM Ashley nAsMyth

Yeast Cell Cycle

2000
Andre GinGrich

Local Identities
and Wider Influences

 Peter A. MArkoWich 
Applied Mathematics

2001
MeinrAd BUsslinGer 
Molecular Mechanisms of 
Lineage Commitment in the 
Hematopoietic System

heriBert hirt

Cell Division Control in Plants

2002
ferenc krAUsZ

Quantum Optics: Ultrafast 
and High-Field Processes

2003
renée schroeder

RNA Folding and Catalysis, 
RNA-Binding Antibiotics

2004
WAlter Pohl

Early Medieval History and Culture

2005
BArry J. dickson

The Development and Function 
of Neutral Circuits

Rudolf GRimm

Atomic and Molecular 
Quantum Gases

2006
JörG schMiedMAyer

Atomic Physics, Quantum Optics, 
Miniaturising on a Chip

2007
christiAn 

krAttenthAler

Classic Combinatorics 
and Applications

rUdolf Zechner

Metabolic Lipase in
Lipid and Energy Metabolism



2008
MArkUs Arndt

Quantum Interference with 
Clusters and Complex Molecules

2009
JÜrGen A. knoBlich

Asymmetric Cell Division

GerhArd WidMer

Computer Science
AI, Music

2010
WolfGAnG lUtZ

Demography

2011
GerhArd J. herndl

Microbial Oceanography, 
Marine Biochemistry

JAn-MichAel Peters

Chromosome Segregation
during Human Cell Division

2012
thoMAs A. henZinGer

Formal Methods for the Design 
and Analysis of Complex Systems

niyAZi serdAr 

sAriçiftçi

Solar Energy Conversion

2013
Ulrike dieBold

Surface Science

2014
Josef PenninGer

Functional Genetics

2015
clAUdiA rAPP

Byzantium, Late Antiquity,
Social and Cultural History

2016
Peter JonAs

Neurology (Synaptic 
Communication in Neuronal 
Microcircuits)

2017
hAnns-christoPh 

näGerl

Experimental Physics:
Ultracold Quantum Matter

2018
herBert 

edelsBrUnner

Mathematics,
Computer Science

UrsUlA heMetek

Minority Research 
in Ethnomusicology

2019
PhiliPP ther

The Great Transformation:
A Comparative Social History 
of Global Upheavals

MichAel WAGner

Microbiology

2020
AdriAn constAntin 
Mathematics 
of Wave Propagation



Wittgenstein
Award Winner 2021

MonikA henZinGer

‘Computer science can change the world’, 
says Monika Henzinger. You can feel the 
researcher’s enthusiasm for her field in 
every word she speaks. The international 
research career of the award winner is 
impressive: After finishing her studies in 
computer science in her native Germany, 
she received her PhD from Princeton 
University in the USA and worked as an 
assistant professor at Cornell University. 
A temporary switch to the private sector 
culminated in Henzinger’s position as 
Director of Research at Google. Back in 
the academic world, she was a professor 
at EPF Lausanne in Switzerland until she 
finally moved to Vienna in 2009. 

new Algorithms for More Privacy

In her Theory and Applications of Algo-
rithms research group at the University 
of Vienna, Monika Henzinger specialises 
in the development and analysis of algo-
rithms, including in the field of big data 
analysis. Her areas of research include 

algorithms for combinatorial problems, 
especially in graphs, distributed and 
parallel computation, computer-aided 
verification, and algorithmic game theory. 
Recently, her research has focused on 
differential privacy which aims to protect 
personal information among large quanti-
ties of data. In his speech praising the 2021 
Wittgenstein Award winner, FWF President 
Christof Gattringer noted that ‘In a digital 
world, data protection is of great impor-
tance. This was already an important topic 
before Corona, but now, with the collection 
of health data all over the world, it is more 
topical and significant than ever.’



innovative and Groundbreaking

The START/Wittgenstein Jury of 13 
researchers noted in their statement: 
‘Monika Henzinger’s work is innovative, 
impactful, and highly regarded both in 
top academic as well as business circles’. 
The results of her efforts so far include 
more than 200 scientific publications and 
more than 80 patents. Her research has 
been recognised by numerous awards, 
including two European Research Council 
Advanced Grants. She is a member of the 
Austrian Academy of Sciences, the Ger-
man National Academy of Sciences Leopol-
dina, Academia Europaea, and the Science 
Councils of Austria and Switzerland. 
She is also a Fellow of the Association of 
Computing Machinery, a recognition that 
is only awarded to the top 1% of computer 
scientists around the world.



1996
christiAn köBerl

ferenc krAUsZ

Ulrich schMid 

Peter sZMolyAn

kArl UnterrAiner

hArAld WeinfUrter

GerhArd WoeGinGer

JAkoB WoisetschläGer

1997
GerhArd holZAPfel

BernhArd PAlMe

MichAel schMid

1998
Peter GrABner

Gottfried kirchenGAst

rUdolf VAlentA

GerhArd WidMer

1999
christoPh MArschner

norBert J. MAUser 

otMAr scherZer

thoMAs schrefl

christoPh sPötl

JosePh strAUss

2000
thoMAs BrABec

sUsAnne kAlss

dietrich leiBfried

herBert stroBl

BernhArd tilG

2001
MArkUs Arndt

MichAel BUchMeiser

WolfGAnG drexler

Wilfried ellMeier

cleMens sedMAk

2002
WolfGAnG heiss

MichAel JUrsA

GeorG schett

dieter schMAlstieG

JoAchiM schöBerl

2003
GeorG kresse

hAnns-christoPh näGerl

AndreAs VillUnGer

2004
thoMAs BAchner

MichAel kUnZinGer

VAssil PAlAnkoVski

thoMAs ProhAskA

GerhArd schÜtZ

2005
MichAel hinterMÜller

MAtthiAs horn

AlexAndrA lUsser 

MichAel Moser

norBert ZiMMerMAnn

2006
hArtMUt häffner

norBert PolAcek 

Piet oliVer schMidt

Josef teichMAnn

GerAld teschl

2007
kAthrin BreUker

thoMAs BUGnyAr

otfried GÜhne

BernhArd lAMel

thoMAs lörtinG

PAUl MAyrhofer

siGrid WAdAUer

thoMAs WAllniG

2008
MArkUs AsPelMeyer

toM BAttin

MAssiMo fornAsier

dAniel GrUMiller

AlexAnder kendl

kArel rihA

kristin tessMAr-rAiBle

christinA WAldsich

2009
frAncescA ferlAino

ilse fischer 

ArthUr kAser

MAnUel kAUers

thorsten schUMM 

dAVid teis



START
Award Winners

1996–20202010
JUliUs Brennecke

BArBArA horeJs

BArBArA krAUs

MelAnie MAlZAhn

floriAn schreck

BoJAn ZAGroVic 

2011
Peter BAlAZs

AGAtA ciABAttoni

seBAstiAn diehl

AlWin köhler

thoMAs MÜller

Peter rABl

MichAel sixt

PhiliP WAlther

2012
kAAn BoZtUG

JUliA BUdkA

AlexAnder dAMMerMAnn

JÜrGen hAUer

sofiA kAntoroVich

MichAel kirchler

frAnZ schUster

2013
stefAn l. AMeres

notBUrGA GierlinGer

cleMens heitZinGer

GeorGios kAtsAros 

dAVid A. keAys

oVidiU PAUn

thoMAs Pock

PAolo sArtori

stefAn WoltrAn

2014
MArkUs Aichhorn

BettinA BAder

MAthiAs BeiGlBöck

AlexAnder GrÜneis

siGrid neUhAUser

MAnUel schABUs

kArin schnAss

rene thieMAnn

2015
christoPh Aistleitner 

iVonA BrAndic

MArcUs hUBer

Ben lAnyon

GAreth PArkinson

rUPert seidl

kristinA stöckl

cAroline Uhler

2016
christoPher cAMPBell

MichAel eichMAir

hArAld GroBner

felix höflMAyer

nikolAi kiesel

trAcy northUP

2017
hAnnes A. fellner 

VerA fischer 

clAUdine krAft 

WolfGAnG lechner 

AndreA PAUli 

MiriAM UnterlAss

2018
eMAnUelA BiAnchi

Josef norBert fÜssl

PhiliPP hAslinGer

oliVer hofMAnn

roBert r. JUnker

GinA elAine Moseley

2019
MoritZ BrehM

christA cUchiero

BrUno de nicolA

christoPh GAMMer

José lUis roMero

richArd WilhelM

2020
Alice AUersPerG 

elisA dAVoli  

GeMMA de lAs cUeVAs 

roBert GAniAn  

JUliA lAJtA-noVAk 

AleksAndAr MAtkoVic 

BirGittA schUltZe-BernhArdt
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lAUrA donnAy
Vienna University of Technology 
Department of Theoretical Physics

Black hole soft hair

and celestial holography

In Laura Donnay’s project she has become 
the first researcher to describe a num-
ber of properties of black holes. These 
properties are symmetries occurring near 
the event horizon. She intends to answer 
the question of why black holes are so 
disordered from the point of view of quan-
tum mechanics (i.e. they contain so much 
information), but very simple and orderly 
from the point of view of relativity theory. 
Black holes are at the centre of the search 
for a link between relativity theory and 
quantum physics, because both theories 
are necessary to describe the extreme 
conditions prevailing in black holes.

JUliAn leonArd
Vienna University of Technology 
Atom Institute

Quantum optimization

with an Atom-light simulator

The aim of Julian Leonard’s OptimAL 
project is to develop a new quantum com-
puter that can be used to solve difficult 
problems in materials research faster 
than before. The physicist wants to create 
this computer based on neutral atoms 
serving as quantum bits that interact 
with light. This is the special nature of his 
approach, because previously it was only 
possible to produce reliable communi-
cation between quantum bits from neutral 
atoms within the immediate vicinity. 
With the help of light, even distant quan-
tum bits should be able to communicate 
with each other. The platform is designed 
to deal specifically with optimisation prob-
lems that are particularly difficult to solve 
and for which quantum computers have 
long been considered a potential tool in 
finding a solution.



START
Award Winners 2021

yAsh lodhA
University of Vienna 
Faculty of Mathematics

Algebraic, Analytic, dynamical

Properties of Groups Actions

In his project, Yash Lodha addresses 
elements of group theory, a central area 
of mathematics. He studies mathematical 
symmetries, employing both geometrical 
and algebraic approaches. They are im-
portant for the resulting common lan-
guage that encompasses both geometric 
facts and arithmetic rules. This field has 
a long history, but it was not until the 
20th century that researchers understood 
that group theory could also be used to 
gain a better understanding of geometri-
cal questions. Group theory is a central 
research field within mathematics today, 
and one that has many applications, for 
example in computer science, cryptogra-
phy or in physics.

hAnnes MikUlA
Vienna University of Technology
Department of Applied Synthetic Chemistry

Bioorthogonal

cascade-targeting

Chemotherapy is still not very targeted
when it is used in the fight against cancer. 
That means that it is not yet possible to 
control the movement of molecules in a 
cellular environment. In his project situated 
at the interface between chemistry and 
biology, Hannes Mikula wants to develop 
strategies to deliver active substances di-
rectly into tumour cells. Molecular cascade 
targeting is intended to prevent the sub-
stances from also landing in healthy cells 
and destroying them. In this research, 
Mikula is engaging in pioneering work, as 
the field is still very young. The newly de-
veloped chemical tools have recently been 
used for the first time on humans as part 
of a clinical trial in the USA. 



MArkUs Möst
University of Innsbruck
Department of Ecology

eco-evolutionary dynamics:

Admixture and Global change

Water fleas are a particularly apt subject 
for research into the interactions between 
evolutionary and ecological change. In 
his project, biologist Markus Möst studies 
how global changes affect aquatic eco-
systems. In addition to climate change, 
overfishing and pollution of habitats are 
also problems. Möst focuses on two fac-
tors, eutrophication and heat waves, both 
of which have a major impact on lakes. 
His findings are expected to improve the 
management of lakes and ecosystems and 
help preserve their functions. The pro-
ject encompasses twelve lakes in Austria, 
Italy, Switzerland and Germany.

kAthArinA theresA PAUl
University of Vienna
Department of Political Science

Valuing Vaccination:

A Multi-sited Policy Valuography

What is the value that society attributes 
to vaccinations? This is the basic ques-
tion that underlies the research work of 
Katharina T. Paul. The political scientist 
analyses which criteria decision-makers 
in politics and business, researchers and 
the public at large apply in making deci-
sions about vaccinations. How do different 
stakeholders value vaccinations, and 
how do these assessments reflect their 
attitudes towards governance? Based 
on interviews, ethnographic observation 
and the analysis of social media data, the 
project aims at a comprehensive analysis 
of values that, due to the corona pandemic, 
are at the centre of public debates.



Decision-
Making 

Bodies of 
the FWF

executive Board

C omposed of the President, three Vice-Presidents 
of Research and the Executive Vice-President, 
the Executive Board coordinates the organisation’s 
activities and is in charge of defining the FWF’s 
strategic objectives as well as developing and car-
rying forward its funding programmes. In addition, 
the Executive Board takes part in negotiations 
with Austrian and European research policy-
makers, cooperates with universities and other 
research institutions in Austria and abroad, and 
represents the FWF at the national and interna-
tional level. The Vice-Presidents of Research 
are each in charge of a specialist department at 
the FWF.

supervisory Board

The Supervisory Board is entrusted with numer-
ous powers of monitoring and approval. It adopts 
resolutions on the FWF’s annual accounts as 
well as its annual budget forecasts and its multi-
annual and annual work plans. The Supervisory 
Board also elects the Executive Board.

Assembly of delegates 

The Assembly of Delegates makes decisions on 
the rules of procedure for its own activities as 
well as those of the Executive Board and the FWF 
Board. This body also submits a shortlist of three 
candidates for the office of President and elects 
the members of the FWF Board based on a pro-
posal by the Executive Board. The Assembly also 
elects four members of the Supervisory Board.



Decision-
Making 

Bodies of 
the FWF

fWf Board

The FWF Board decides which research projects 
are to be funded.

Juries & Boards

The juries and boards appointed for specific 
programmes make funding recommendations 
to the FWF Board.

strategic Advisory Board

The FWF has established a Strategic Advisory 
Board made up of highly renowned researchers 
from abroad. The Board’s task is to advise the 
FWF independently, drawing on exceptional exper-
tise and providing an international perspective.



Executive Board
6th term (2020–2024)

President

christof GAttrinGer

  

  

Executive Vice-President

UrsUlA JAkUBek

   

 

Vice-President
Natural Sciences and Engineering

GeorG kAser
University of Innsbruck,
Department of Atmospheric and Cryospheric Sciences

    

Vice-President
Humanities and Social Sciences

Gerlinde MAUtner
Vienna University of Economics and Business,
Institute for English Business Communication

    

Vice-President
Biology and Medical Sciences

ellen Zechner
University of Graz,
Institute of Molecular Biosciences



Supervisory Board
6th term (2019–2023)

Chair

sonJA PUntscher riekMAnn
University of Salzburg,
Salzburg Centre of European Union Studies

Deputy Chair

eVA lieBMAnn-Pesendorfer
Institute for Advanced Studies

Members

GABriele AMBros
Forschung Austria, Verlag Holzhausen GmbH

MArthA Brinek
Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, 
Science and Research

iris fortMAnn
FWF Works Council

MArtin Grötschel
Berlin Brandenburg Academy 
of Sciences and Humanities

renAte e. Meyer
Vienna University of Economics and Business, 
Institute for Organization Studies

JohAnnA rAchinGer
Austrian National Library

BArBArA sPorn
Vienna University of Economics and Business, 
Institute for Higher Education Management

hAns sÜnkel
Austrian Academy of Sciences,  
Institute for Space Research

Consultant Members 

MArtin GerZABek
Christian Doppler Research Association

GertrUde tUMPel-GUGerell
FFG Supervisory Board



Assembly of Delegates
6th term (2019–2023)

Academy of Fine Arts Vienna

Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH

BMK: Non-university research

Danube University Krems

Institute of Science and Technology Austria

Ludwig Boltzmann Association

Medical University of Graz

Medical University of Innsbruck

Medical University of Vienna

Montanuniversität Leoben

Austrian Academy of Sciences

Austrian Conference of Universities  
of Applied Sciences

Austrian National Union of Students

Austrian Conference 
of Private Universities

Graz University of Technology

Vienna University of Technology

University of Applied Arts Vienna

University of Natural Resources 
and Life Sciences, Vienna

University of Art and Design Linz

Member DeputyInstitution

Michaela Glanz

WolfGanG Knoll

iris filzWieser

ViKtoria Weber

thoMas a. henzinGer

sylVia Knapp

caroline schober

christine bandtloW

Michaela fritz

Wilfried eichlseder

oliVer Jens schMitt

Johann Kastner

naiMa Gobara 

rudolf MallinGer

horst bischof

Johannes fröhlich

alexander daMianisch

christian obinGer

Karin harrasser

—

LINA BITTNER

ELkE GuENThER

FRIEdRIch FAuLhAmmER

cARL-PhILIPP hEIsENBERG

mARTINA mARA

mIchAEL sPEIchER

GüNTER WEIss

mIchAEL FREIssmuTh

OskAR PARIs

GEORG BRAssEuR

ANdREAs ALTmANN

—

sTEFAN hAmPL

GERNOT müLLER-PuTz

uLRIkE dIEBOLd

BARBARA PuTz-PLEckO

EVA schuLEV-sTEINdL

ThOmAs mAchO



Chair

MichAelA fritZ
Medical University of Vienna

Deputy Chair

horst Bischof
Graz University of Technology

University of Music
and Performing Arts Graz

University of Music
and Performing Arts Vienna

University of Graz

University of Innsbruck

University of Klagenfurt

Johannes Kepler University Linz

Mozarteum University Salzburg

University of Salzburg

University of Vienna

University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna 

Vienna University of Economics 
and Business

FWF Executive Board

Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, 
Science and Research

Austrian Federal Ministry for Climate 
Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, 
Innovation and Technology

Gerd Grupe

Therese Kaufmann

JOaChIm reIdL

uLrIKe Tanzer

marTIna merz 

aLberTa bOnannI

euGen banauCh

nICOLa hüsInG

Jean-rOberT Tyran

OTTO dObLhOff-dIer

mIChaeL LanG

ChrIsTOf GaTTrInGer
ursuLa JaKubeK
GeOrG Kaser
GerLInde mauTner
eLLen zeChner

eva GOTTmann

sILvIa neumann

Roland ReiteR

nikolaus uRbanek

PetRa schaPeR-Rinkel

beRnhaRd Fügenschuh

FRiedeRike Wall 

PeteR Paule

elisabeth gutjahR

hendRik lehneRt

heinz engl

VeRonik a sexl

ReinhaRd seFelin

WolFgang neuRath

MaRgit haRjung

Non-voting members



Biology and Medical sciences

Biochemistry and 
Structural Biology

Biology I

Biology II

Biomedical Research I

Biomedical Research II

Biomedical Research III

Genetics, Microbiology, 
Biotechnology, Systems Biology

Clinical Research I

Clinical Research II

Neuroscience I

Neuroscience II

Cell Biology

Reporter DeputyDiscipline

Ruth PRASSL

KRiStinA SEFC

JiLLiAn PEtERSEn

WiLFRiEd ELLMEiER

FLoRiAn GREBiEn

tiLL RÜMEnAPF

ALExAndER StARK

EvA SChERnhAMMER

KAthRin ELLER

CLAuS LAMM

GAiA novARino

EvA StÖGER

Fatima FERREiRa-BRiZa

ilsE KRaNNER

ElisaBEth haRiNG

aKos hEiNEmaNN

FRitZ aBERGER

maRcus hacKER

silja WEsslER

thomas BauERNhoFER

chRistoph j. BiNDER

BERNhaRD E. FluchER

GEoRG WiDhalm

luDGER hENGst

University of Salzburg

University of Innsbruck

NHM Wien

Medical University of Graz

University of Salzburg

Medical University of Vienna

University of Salzburg

Medical University of Graz

Medical University of Vienna

Medical University of Innsbruck

Medical University of Vienna

Medical University of Innsbruck

Medical University of Graz

University of Vienna

Universität Wien

Medical University of Vienna

University of Veterinary 
Medicine, Vienna

University of Veterinary 
Medicine, Vienna

IMP Vienna

Medical University of Vienna

Medical University of Graz

University of Vienna

Institute of Science and 
Technology Austria

University of Natural Resources 
and Life Sciences, Vienna



FWF Board
6th term (2020–2023)

The FWF Board consists of the Executive Board 
and the reporters of the FWF.

humanities and social sciences

Classical Studies

Historical Sciences

Studies of the Arts

Literature and Linguistics

Philosophy, Theology, 
and Cultural Studies

Political Science, Law, 
and Administrative Sciences

Psychology and 
Educational Sciences

Sociology and Interdisciplinary 
Social Sciences

Business and Economics

Reporter DeputyDiscipline

ReinhaRd WOLTeRS

ChRiSTina anTenhOFeR

FedeRiCO CeLeSTini

ULRike JeSSneR-SChMid

RUTh SOndeReGGeR

SUSanne kaLSS

heLGa FaSChinG

danieL BaRBen

MiChaeLa TRiPPL

University of Vienna

University of Salzburg

Universität Innsbruck

University of Innsbruck

Academy of Fine Arts Vienna

Vienna University 
of Economics and Business

University of Vienna

University of Klagenfurt

University of Vienna

Erich KiSTLEr

cLaudia KraFT

Eva KErNBauEr

chriSTophEr F. LaFErL

Max KÖLBEL

JESSica ForTiN-riTTBErGEr

ToBiaS GrEiTEMEYEr

LiBora oaTES-iNdruchova

pauL SchWEiNZEr

University of Innsbruck

University of Vienna

University of Applied Arts Vienna

University of Salzburg

University of Vienna

University of Salzburg

University of Innsbruck

University of Graz

University of Klagenfurt



FWF Board

natural sciences and engineering

Inorganic Chemistry

Experimental Physics

Geosciences

Computer Science I

Computer Science II

Engineering Technology

Material Sciences

Mathematics I

Mathematics II

Organic Chemistry

Theoretical Physics 
and Astrophysics

Reporter DeputyDiscipline

Julia KuNZE-liEBHÄuSER

HaRtmut aBElE

aNdREa KaRiN StEiNER

aNa SOKOlOVa

BERNHaRd RiNNER

maRtiN HORN

Paul-HEiNZ maYRHOFER

VERENa BöglEiN

laZlO ERdöS

ROlF BREiNBauER

maRKuS aiCHHORN

University of Innsbruck

Vienna University of Technology

University of Graz

University of Salzburg

University of Klagenfurt

Graz University of Technology

Vienna University of Technology

University of Salzburg

Institute of Science 
and Technology Austria

Graz University of Technology

Graz University of Technology

Erik rEiMHULT

AndrEAs nEY

rAinEr ABArT

siLviA MiksCH

THoMAs PoCk

TiBor GrAssEr

AndrEAs LUdWiG

MiCHAEL drMoTA

ErikA HAUsEnBLAs

nUno MAULidE

JosEf PrAdLEr

University of Natural Resources 
and Life Sciences, Vienna

University of Linz

University of Vienna

Vienna University of Technology

Graz University of Technology

Vienna University of Technology

Montanuniversität Leoben

Vienna University of Technology

Montanuniversität Leoben

University of Vienna

Austrian Academy of Sciences



START/Wittgenstein Jury
Biology and Medical Sciences

BrUce BeUtler
University of Texas, USA

AdriAn Bird
University of Edinburgh, UK

cArlo croce
Ohio State University, USA

christine foyer
University of Leeds, UK

Humanities and Social Sciences

roBin MAnsell
London School of Economics and Political Science, UK

Peter VAn doMMelen
Brown University, USA

JAnet Wolff (Chair)
University of Manchester, UK

Natural Sciences and Engineering

christoPh BeckerMAnn
The University of Iowa, USA

cArlo W. J. BeenAkker
Leiden University, Netherlands

stefAn hell
Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, Germany

GittA kUtyniok
Technical University Berlin, Germany

eGBert WilleM MeiJer
University of Technology Eindhoven, Netherlands

MirA MeZini
Technical University Darmstadt, Germany

PEEK Board
kAthleen coessens
Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium

Astrid ensslin
University of Bergen, Norway

sAndrA keMP
Lancaster University, UK

rAsMUs ölMe
The Danish National School 
of Performing Arts, Denmark

MichAel PUnt (Chair)
University of Plymouth, UK

MArc AUrel schnABel
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand

WKP Jury
GiAn-Andri cAsUtt

BeAte lAnGholf

oliVer lehMAnn

christiAn MÜller

JUttA rAteike

BArBArA streicher



Strategic 
Advisory Board

JUttA AllMendinGer

Professor of Educational Sociology and Labour Market Research, 
Humboldt University, Berlin;
President of the WZB Berlin Social Science Center

dyMPh VAn den BooM

Professor of Educational Sciences, University of Amsterdam; 
former Rector of the University of Amsterdam and
the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences

stePhen cUrry

Professor of Structural Biology, Imperial College London; 
Panel member of the European Research Council

lino GUZZellA

Professor of Thermotronics, ETH Zurich; 
former President of ETH Zurich

herMAnn PArZinGer

Professor of Prehistoric Archaeology, Free University of Berlin; 
President of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation, Berlin

sArAh de riJcke

Professor of Science, Technology and Innovation Studies, 
Scientific Director of the Centre for Science and Technology 
Studies, Leiden University; 
Co-chair of the Research on Research Institute

sVerker sörlin

Professor of the History of Science, Technology and 
the Environment, KTH Royal Institute of Technology Stockholm; 
Member of the Swedish Climate Policy Council

Ulrike tillMAnn

Professor of Mathematics, Oxford University; 
Council Member of the Royal Society, United Kingdom



Equal
Opportunities

 

FWF Gender Data Women /Men

Executive Board

Supervisory Board

Assembly of Delegates 1

Strategic Advisory Board

FWF Board
Biology and Medical Sciences

FWF Board
Humanities and Social Sciences

FWF Board
Natural Sciences and Engineering

PEEK Board

WKP Jury

START/Wittgenstein Jury

FWF Office 2 

3/2

8/2

24/34

4/4

11/13

10/8

6/16

3 /3

3/3

5/8

102/37

5

10

58

8

24

18

22

6

6

13

139

1) Voting members
2) Active employees

(As of 1 April 2022)
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excellent=austria

clusters of excellence (coe)

Clusters of Excellence (COE) are the first 
of three pillars of the excellent=austria 
funding initiative to strengthen Austria’s 
position as a top location for research 
within the international scientific 
community.

oBJectiVes

q  COEs enable groups of researchers at 
Austrian research institutions to achieve 
outstanding results through cooperation 
as either interdisciplinary research or in 
one area (including arts-based research), 
to establish the field in Austria over the 
long term and at a top international level.

q  They provide young researchers with 
outstanding research training, career de-
velopment and research-based education 
to create optimal conditions for the next 
generation of researchers to be competi-
tive at an international level.

q  They aim to create synergies leading 
to achievements that could not be arrived 
at by one institute.

q  They promote science communication 
and the transfer of knowledge.

q  They support the use of results of 
basic research in business and society.



Exploring New Frontiers: 
Funding of Top-Quality Research

stand-Alone Project 
funding

Stand-Alone Projects

oBJectiVes

q  To enable researchers to carry out 
research projects in basic research

1000 Ideas Programme

oBJectiVes

q  To foster creativity, encourage risk-
taking and facilitate the development of 
novel, innovative research domains

q  To focus on high-risk, original or 
transformative research at an early stage

q  To address visionary research ideas that 
cross disciplinary boundaries and/or are 
not yet the subject of debates in academic 
research and/or in society

international Programmes

Transnational 
Funding Activities

oBJectiVes

q  To enable researchers to carry out 
closely integrated bi- or multilateral 
research projects in basic research

fUndinG ProGrAMMes

q  Joint projects: Bi- and trilateral 
research projects, sometimes in response 
to Calls for research addressing specific 
topics

q  ERA NET calls: thematically focused 
multilateral (European) research 
cooperations

q  Joint seminars: Seminar events 
to initiate cooperative projects

Priority research
Programmes

Special Research 
Programmes (SFB)

oBJectiVes

q  To consolidate research performed 
by multiple investigators at one or more 
locations towards a thematic focus



q  To develop extremely productive,
tightly interconnected research units for 
long-term and interdisciplinary work on 
complex research topics

Research Groups

oBJectiVes

q  To fund cooperative projects between 
researchers at institutions with more lim-
ited infrastructure or in disciplines that 
cooperate on smaller scales

q  To cooperate on medium-term projects 
on a complex, contemporary topic in 
mixed teams of three to five researchers

q  To promote inter- or multidisciplinary, 
innovative research collaboration that 
consolidates or explores a topic in more 
depth

q  To integrate young researchers in 
leadership positions

q  To implement an internationalisation 
strategy for establishing a connection to 
the international scholarly community

Awards and Prizes

START Programme

oBJectiVes

q  To provide outstanding young research-
ers with long-term support to carry out 
basic research

q  To help researchers gain the qualifica-
tions necessary for leadership positions 
in research by developing, growing and 
managing their own working groups

Wittgenstein Award

oBJectiVes

q  To provide outstanding established 
scholars with long-term support to carry 
out basic research

q  To give those researchers maximum 
freedom and flexibility in pursuing their 
research

Gottfried and 
Vera Weiss Prize
(funded by the Dr. Gottfried and
Dr. Vera Weiss Science Foundation)

oBJectiVes

q  To enable (young) researchers to carry 
out basic research in the fields of meteor-
ology and anaesthesiology



netidee SCIENCE
(funded by the Internet Foundation) 

oBJectiVes

q  Basic research should make a sustain-
able contribution to expanding, strength-
ening and preserving the benefits of the 
internet for all members of society

q  To support researchers from all disci-
plines who can help to achieve the foun-
dation’s objectives in the fields of technol-
ogy, the natural sciences, business and 
economics, and the social sciences

ASMET Research Award
(funded by the Austrian Society of Metallurgy 
and Materials) 

oBJectiVes

q  To support researchers in the fields 
of metallurgy and materials development 
with a focus on the use of AI methods 

Herzfelder Foundation 
Projects
(funded by the Herzfelder Family Foundation) 

oBJectiVes

q  To enable scholars to carry out basic 
research projects in the fields of biochem-
ical and/or medical cell research 

q  To support research addressing the 
alteration and ageing of cells as well as 
the search for new means of influencing 
these processes

Alternative Methods 
to Animal Testing

oBJectiVes

q  To support investigators in the research 
and development of alternative methods 
to animal testing

q  To develop research and testing meth-
ods that fulfil ‘3R’ goals: completely 
replace animal testing, reduce the num-
ber of animals used, or refine techniques 
to minimise the animals’ pain and distress 



Cultivating Talents:
Human-Resources Development

doctoral Programmes

doc.funds*

oBJectiVes

q  To promote outstanding academic and 
arts-based education and training for doc-
toral students in existing internationally 
oriented doctoral programmes with clearly 
defined structures and quality standards

q  To strengthen the research orientation 
and sustain the consolidation of existing 
training structures for highly qualified 
young researchers

doc.funds.connect 

oBJectiVes

q  To establish and facilitate doctoral 
programmes jointly developed and 
organised by a university and a university 
of applied sciences to international 
standards
 
q  To ensure an excellent education and 
training for PhD candidates through the 
creation of sustainable cooperative edu-
cation and research structures between 
universities of applied sciences and 
universities

q  To strengthen the cooperation between 
universities of applied sciences and 
universities

q  To promote the career development 
of research staff at universities of applied 
sciences

q  To integrate basic research and applied 
research into the domain of doctoral 
education and to establish application-
oriented basic research

Postdoc Programme

ESPRIT:
Career Advancement 
for Postdocs 

oBJectiVes

q  To promote excellent, innovative 
research

q  To attract, retain or enable the return 
of outstanding researchers and thus 
strengthen Austrian research institutions
 
q  To support outstanding female
researchers



q  To promote career and skills devel-
opment while enabling recipients to ad-
vance their independent research profile 
  
q  To strengthen career prospects and 
boost competitiveness by supporting 
publications, collaboration and increased 
visibility

international Mobility

Erwin Schrödinger 
Fellowship

oBJectiVes

q  To help (young) researchers work 
on basic research at leading research 
institutions outside Austria

q  To help researchers gain experience 
abroad at their post-doc stage

q  To facilitate access to new fields of 
research, methods, procedures and 
techniques so that researchers – following 
their return to Austria – can contribute 
to the development of their fields

career development
for female researchers

Elise Richter Programme

oBJectiVes

q  To enable female researchers to carry 
out research projects in basic research

q  To support the development of women’s 
academic careers and help them gain the 
qualifications necessary for a professor-
ship in Austria or abroad

Elise Richter PEEK

oBJectiVes

q  To enable young female researchers 
to carry out innovative arts-based 
research projects

q  To support the development of women’s 
academic careers and help them gain the 
qualifications necessary for a professor-
ship in Austria or abroad

*Made possible by a special endowment 
of the National Foundation.



Realising Ideas: 
Interactive Effects Science – Society

Application-oriented
Basic research

Clinical
Research Programme 
(KLIF)

oBJectiVes

q  To enable researchers to carry out 
clinical research projects

q  To generate new knowledge and 
fundamental insights in order to improve 
clinical practice

q  To optimise diagnostic and thera- 
peutic procedures

support
for Artistic research

Programme for Arts-Based 
Research (PEEK)

oBJectiVes

q  To enable researchers to carry out 
innovative arts-based research projects

q  To increase the research capacity, 
quality and international standing 
of arts-based researchers in Austria

q  To increase awareness of arts-based 
research and its potential applications 
among a broader audience and within the 
research and arts communities



support for
transdisciplinary
research

#ConnectingMinds*

oBJectiVes

q  To support teams that combine scientific 
and societal knowledge in order to meet 
prospective social, technological, ecologi-
cal and economic challenges

q  To strengthen the dialogue between 
science and society as well as increase 
the translation of research results into 
practice

q  To improve the ability of researchers 
to build capacity in terms of transdiscipli-
nary research 

funding of Publications
and communication

Stand-Alone Publications

oBJectiVes

q  To support the publication of stand-
alone scholarly works in an appropriate 
and economical manner using conven-
tional or digital publication formats

Peer-Reviewed 
Publications

oBJectiVes

q  To support the publication of peer-
reviewed works

Science Communication 
Programme (WKP)

oBJectiVes

q  To support outstanding science com-
munication related to a research project 
funded by the FWF

expansion Projects
to fWf-funded Projects

Top Citizen Science (TCS)

oBJectiVes

q  To support research activities
that promote the active involvement 
of citizens

q  To incorporate the skills, expertise, 
curiosity and willingness of citizens to 
perform research within ongoing projects

*Made possible by a special endowment 
of the National Foundation.
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in Figures



Stand-Alone Projects (incl. clinical research) 

1000 Ideas Programme 

#ConnectingMinds

doc.funds 

doc.funds.connect 

Schrödinger Programme 

Meitner Programme

Firnberg and Richter Programme 

ESPRIT Programme

START Programme and Wittgenstein Award 

Young Independent Researcher Groups

Research Groups1

Special Research Programmes (SFB) 
Extensions (subprojects)

International Programmes

Arts-Based Research Programme (PEEK)

European Groupings of Territorial Cooperation 
(EVTZ) 

Top Citizen Science (TCS)

Science Communication Programme

 Total2

 Women 
 Men

Research Groups: Draft proposals

Programmes

number of Grants

26.3

8.1

45.5

16.7

17.9

41.0

23.8

26.1

26.1

5.6

14.3

9.7

100.0

18.7

18.8

10.6

14.3

36.4

21.9

21.1
22.4

353

22

5

6

5

32

76

40

18

7

2

3

8

126

13

7

5

4

732

248
484

1,342

270

11

36

28

78

319

153

69

125

14

8

8

674

69

66

35

11

3,316

1,167
2,149

31

25.2

6.0

–

13.3

–

43.1

25.1

25.8

–

5.8

17.4

12.0

100.0

26.3

–

–

21.4

31.8

23.0

21.6
23.8

303

24

–

4

–

53

52

42

–

8

4

15

29

130

–

–

3

7

708

232
476

1,201

401

–

30

–

123

207

163

–

139

23

31

29

495

–

–

14

22

2,980

1,031
1,949

 25

2020 2021 2020 2021

Projects  
approved

Applications 
assessed

2020 2021

Approval 
rate (%)

1) The approval rate is calculated from the ratio of approved full applications to draft proposals.
2) 2020: including CM workshops, DK extensions, QFTE, SFB new applications.
3) Increases, extensions, completion funding, etc.



Research Funding
Overview

Grant totals   (€ million)

2020 2021

total 
assessed

2020 2021

total 
approved

2020 2021

Approval                            
rate (%)

Total new grants

Supplementary grants3

Total grants

Total new grants 2021

256.1
€ million

27.1

8.6

44.0

16.4

18.8

39.5

23.7

25.7

25.8

5.5

15.1

10.0

100.0

18.1

19.8

11.2

14.5

40.5

20.7

20.0
21.1

436.4

56.5

0.5

51.8

–

16.2

35.1

45.4

–

169.8

36.5

8.7

13.3

151.2

–

–

0.7

1.0

1,052.7

348.0
704.7

36.6

496.7

37.9

10.4

64.5

26.7

11.5

55.1

43.2

20.1

153.5

23.1

11.9

4.0

205.9

26.3

10.2

1.7

0.5

1,203.1

408.3
794.8

45.0

25.9

6.0

20.7

14.9

–

43.2

25.3

25.5

–

5.6

23.6

11.7

97.1

25.9

–

–

21.4

32.7

21.4

21.3
21.5

134.4

3.3

4.6

10.6

5.0

4.5

13.1

11.1

5.2

8.4

3.5

4.5

4.0

37.2

5.2

1.1

0.2

0.2

256.1

83.9
172.2

6.5

262.6

113.0

3.4

0.1

7.7

–

7.0

8.9

11.6

–

9.5

8.6

4.3

12.9

39.2

–

–

0.2

0.3

243.6

80.5
163.2

7.6

251.2



Funding
Development
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707 708

732

217.3 230.8 237.4

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

243.6 256.1

Share of Programmes 
Funded

Total new grants (in € million)

START Programme
and Wittgenstein Award

8.4   3.3%

Young Independent 
Researcher Groups / 
Research Groups / SFB 

12.0   4.7%

PEEK/1000 Ideas /  
#ConnectingMinds 

13.0   5.1%

doc.funds /
doc.funds.connect

15.6   6.1%

EVTZ/TCS/WKP

1.6   0.6%

Stand-Alone 
Projects (incl. 
clinical research) 

134.4   52.5%

Schrödinger/
Meitner/Firnberg/
Richter/ESPRIT

33.9   13.2%

International
Programmes

37.2   14.5%



Research Staff Funded 
by the FWF

In 2021, approx. 4,500 people 
working in research were 
funded by the FWF. Roughly 
70 percent of these were 
young researchers under the 
age of 36. The figures under-
line the importance of the 
FWF as a supporter of young 
talent and reflect its commit-
ment to the development of 
a broad and talented base of 
researchers in Austria. 
As of 31 December 2021

Total

Postdocs 

Doctoral students

Other staff

2020

4,343 

1,571

2,048

724 

TotalFemale

2,034 

676 

921 

437

Male

2,308 

894 

1,127 

287

2021

4,458 

1,626

2,131

701 

TotalFemale

2,099 

714

954 

431

Male

2,358 

911

1,177

270

Total

Postdocs 

Doctoral students

Other staff

Other

1

1

Other

1

1

Grants by
Cost Category

Total new grants (in € million)

Total new grants 2021

256.1
€ million

Work contracts

2.9   1.1% 

Travel costs

4.0   1.6%

Material costs

15.8   6.2%

Other costs

15.9   6.2%

Personnel costs

215.4   84.1%

Equipment costs

2.2   0.9%



Total New Grants: 
University Research Institutions

according to 
Section 6 para. 1 UG 2002 
(in € million)

Medical University 
of Graz

6.5 10.9 5.1 5.5 7.1

University of Salzburg

7.7 10.0 8.0 4.3 8.6

Medical University 
of Innsbruck

10.3 5.7 7.3 10.7 12.5

Vienna University 
of Technology

21.3 22.1 20.5 22.5 26.8

University of Innsbruck

18.2 18.8 23.9 23.4 21.7

University of Vienna

45.3 41.6 52.9 66.4

Graz University  
of Technology

7.0 7.8 7.4 8.5 7.7

8.3

University of Natural 
Resources and Life 
Sciences, Vienna

6.5 11.3 9.0 10.9

54.6

University of Veterinary 
Medicine, Vienna

2.3 6.7 2.3 10.9 6.3

Johannes Kepler
University Linz

10.1 8.5 7.8 6.1 8.0

University of Graz

15.1 12.0 16.0 13.2 11.6

Medical University 
of Vienna

21.5 23.3 21.6 19.1 24.5

2017
2018

2019
2020

2021



Total New Grants:
Non-University and Other

Research Institutions

Vienna University of 
Economics and Business

2.7 3.4 2.3 1.2 0.8

University of Klagenfurt

2.3 2.3 1.8 2.9 1.8

University of Art 
and Design Linz

0.5 0.0 0.6 0.6 <0.1

Montanuniversität 
Leoben

1.3 1.5 2.2 1.3 2.2

University of Applied 
Arts Vienna

0.8 2.2 2.7 0.7 1.4

Danube University 
Krems

0.5 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4

University of Music and 
Performing Arts Vienna

1.3 2.2 0.6 1.1 2.8

University of Music and 
Performing Arts Graz

1.2 0.4 0.4 0.7 1.7

Academy of Fine Arts 
Vienna

2.5 1.6 1.8 0.0 1.3

Private universities

1.2 2.6 3.1 0.7 2.7

Other research 
institutions*

9.7 12.2 12.8 12.9 17.1

Austrian Academy
of Sciences

17.0 18.0 24.2 17.5 19.5

Institute of Science 
and Technology 
Austria

4.4 5.8 4.0 3.9 3.8

(in € million)

* Also includes research institutions 
   and fellowships abroad.
 

2017
2018

2019
2020

2021

 



Grants by Province
Total new grants: € 256.1 million (2021)

Vienna

 154.9   60.5% 

Burgenland

0.0   0.0% 

Styria

33.2   13.0%

Abroad

0.5   0.2%  

Upper Austria

11.5   4.5% 
Salzburg

10.0   3.9% 

Carinthia

2.4   0.9% 

Tyrol

35.3   13.8% 

Vorarlberg

0.1  <0.1% 

Lower Austria

8.2   3.2% 

Matching Funds
Projects approved / Total grants (in € million)

5
Projects

12

€ million

4.41.6

0.1     2020: 0.4Styria 

0.3   2020: 0.0Carinthia 1

2 0.8   2020: 0.3Salzburg

3 1.3  2020: 0.9Upper Austria

1

5 1.8   2020: 0.0   Tyrol



Peer-Reviewed 
Publications

In terms of funding organisations, the FWF 
has for many years pursued one of the 
world’s most effective open-access strate-
gies. In 2021, 82% of all quality-assured 
publications listed in final FWF project 
reports were openly accessible.

2021*

4,700 = 82% Open-access

1,035 = 18% No open-access 

5,735 Total

2020

4,028 = 84% Open-access

780 = 16% No open-access 

4,808 Total

2019

6,525 = 89% Open-access

801 = 11% No open-access 

7,326 Total

* Owing to the automation of the monitoring processes 
and the introduction of Plan S of cOAlition S, the category 
of ‘other open-access’ (self-archiving in an unmaintained 
repository, the website, or archiving of preprints), which 
in the past was determined manually, is no longer taken 
into account. As a result, the percentage of open-access 
peer-reviewed publications has decreased compared to 
previous years.

Publication 
Funding1

0.9

4.0

2.4

1.6

<0.1

5.0

5.0

Stand-Alone Publications 

Peer-Reviewed Publications2

   – Hybrid Open-Access

   – Gold Open-Access

   – Other publication costs

Total

   – of which open-access3

€ million2021

1) The publication funding was published on the FWF’s 
website and in the Zenodo repository in spring 2022. 
2) Consists of a) direct billing to publishers and b) payment 
through applications for publication costs. 
3) Total of Stand-Alone Publications, Hybrid Open-Access, 
and Gold Open-Access and their percentage of the total 
amount.



Total new grants (in € million)

natural sciences and
engineering

 Mathematics

23.126.7

9.0%11.0%

Chemistry

12.914.0

5.0%5.7%

Geosciences

8.55.6

3.3%2.3%

Physics & 
Astronomy

24.825.9

9.7%10.6%

2021
2020

Computer Science

17.513.5

6.8%5.5%

Other*

17.613.4

6.9%5.5%

Biology and 
Medical Sciences

94.3   36.8%

[ 2016–2020: 37.4%

Natural Sciences and Engineering

104.4   40.8%

[ 2016–2020: 40.6%

Humanities and Social Sciences

57.4   22.4%

[ 2016–2020: 22.0%

1.1
1.2
2.6

1.0
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.7

0.1
2.0
1.0
0.9
1.1
0.4
1.3
0.4

0.4
1.0
1.3

1.0
0.1
1.3
0.6
0.7

0.1
1.0
2.2
1.2
1.7
0.6
0.3

–

Other Natural Sciences
Civil Engineering
Electrotechnology, Electronics,
Information Technology
Mechanical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Material Technology 
Medical Technology 
Environmental Engineering,
Applied Geosciences
Environmental Biotechnology
Industrial Biotechnology 
Nanotechnology
Other Technical Sciences
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishery
Livestock Breeding and Farming 
Other Agricultural Sciences
Agricultural Biotechnology,  
Food Biotechnology

2020 2021 *

0.4%
0.5%
1.0%

0.4%
0.3%
0.4%
0.4%
0.7%

< 0.1%
0.8%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.2%
0.5%
0.2%

0.2%
0.4%
0.5%

0,4%
< 0.1%

0.6%
0.2%
0.3%

< 0.1%
0.4%
0.9%
0.5%
0.7%
0.3%
0.1%

–

Grants by 
Discipline Cluster



humanities and
social sciences

History, 
Archaeology

8.39.2

3.3%3.8%

Linguistics and 
Literary Studies

8.210.1

3.2%4.2%

Philosophy,
Ethics, Religion

6.56.1

2.5%2.5%

Art and 
Art History

7.14.1

2.8%1.7%

Sociology

7.05.6

2.7%2.3%

Other*

20.222.7

8.0%9.3%

Total new grants 2021

256.1
€ million

Biology and
Medical sciences

Biology Theoretical 
Medical Sciences, 
Pharmacology

44.850.7 26.722.4

17.5%20.8%

10.4%9.2%

Clinical Medicine Other*

16.39.9 6.53.7

6.3%4.1%
2.5%1.5%

2020 2021 *

3.6
2.0
0.5

0.4

2.0
0,8
0.3

0.6

Health Sciences
Medical Biotechnology
Other Human Medicine,
Health Sciences
Veterinary Medicine

1.4%
0.8%
0.2%

0.1%

0.8%
0.3%
0.1%

0.2%

2020 2021 *

4.8 
1.4
0.6
3.3
1.2

1.8

1.0
3.1
3.0

5.3 
0.8
1.3
1.3
1.1

1.5

0.4
8.2
2.8

Psychology
Education
Law
Political Science
Human Geography, Regional 
Geography, Spatial Planning
Media and Communication  
Studies
Other Social Sciences
Business and Economics
Other Humanities

1.9%
0.6%
0.2%
1.3%
0.5%

0.7%

0.4%
1.2%
1.2%

2.2%
0.3%
0.5%
0.5%
0.4%

0.6%

0.2%
3.4%
1.1%



Reviews Received 
by Country

USA
Germany
UK

1,535
714
681

In 2021, the FWF assessed
3,316 applications amounting 
to a total of €1.2 billion. 
20,853 inquiries were sent to 
potential reviewers leading to a 
total of 5,766 reviews from 67 
countries and regions. Funding 
decisions were made based 
on these expert assessments.

reviews by region  (in %) 

37.8

34.2

17.1

11.0

36.4

33.9

16.4

13.3

36.0

34.4

15.6

14.0

37.6

33.2

15.7

13.5

39.9

30.3

15.2

14.6

Rest of EU

USA/Canada

Germany/
Switzerland

Rest of world

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Average
Processing time

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

International mobility
Schrödinger and Meitner Programmes

4.2 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.5

Total average

4.7 4.8 5.1 4.9 5.5

Stand-Alone Projects

4.9 5.0 5.4 5.1 5.8

(in months) 

300
283
231
224
214
160
160
136

94
94
89
76

France
Italy
Netherlands
Australia
Canada
Spain
Switzerland 
Sweden
Belgium
China
Japan
Denmark



Estonia
United
Arab Emirates
Malaysia
Saudi Arabia
Thailand

Croatia 
Iceland
Lithuania
Romania
Ukraine

Algeria
Bahrain
Bulgaria
Columbia
Cuba 
Egypt
Ghana
Indonesia
Kenya
Liechtenstein
Nepal
Pakistan
Qatar 
Zimbabwe

Finland
Poland
Ireland
Norway
Israel

India
Portugal
New Zealand
Brazil
Czech Republic
South Korea
South Africa

63
56
55
55
52

49
45
41
34
28
25
24

5
5

4
4
4

3
3
3
3
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

reviews requested and received

15,221

4,701

30.9

15,845

4,726

29.8

15,669

4,632

29.6

16,520

4,884

29.6

20,853

5,766

27.7

Requested

Received 

Response rate (%)

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

23
23
20
18
14

12
11
10
10
10

9
8
8
8
7
7

Greece
Singapore
Russian Federation
Hungary
Hong Kong 
(Chinese Special Administrative Region)

Slovenia
Turkey
Argentina
Mexico
Taiwan (Chinese province)

Slovakia
Cyprus 
Iran
Luxembourg
Chile
Serbia



International 
Programmes Total grants 2021 (in € million)

ERA NETs

Bi- and multilateral 
outside Europe4.7

3.7

Europe bi- and trilateral30.4

ERA NET Participation

Biodiversity 

Information Technology 

Rare Diseases 

Systems Medicine

Cardiovascular Diseases

Personalised Medicine

Future Emerging Technologies 

Gender Dimension in Research 

Humanities 

Neuroscience 

Social Sciences 

Quantum Technology 

Cancer Research 

BiodivERsA3 

CHISTERA 3

EJP Rare Diseases

ERACoSysMed

ERA-CVD

ERA PerMed

FLAGERA II

Gendernet 

HERA 

NEURON III

NORFACE

QuantERA 

TRANSCAN-2

224 Projects 
Funded
2004–2021

Active 
Participation 
2021

13

Participation 
in Calls
2004–2021

85

European 
Partnerships
(Biodiversa+, Water4All)

2



International
Mobility

The FWF supports successful young researchers on their way to scientific 
independence with the Schrödinger and Meitner mobility programmes.  
In 2021, 32 young postdocs from Austria carried out research in 11 countries 
worldwide. In return, 76 international young researchers worked at 
Austrian research institutions.

Participation 
in Calls
2004–2021

European 
Partnerships
(Biodiversa+, Water4All)

schrödinger fellows

destinAtion coUntries

Netherlands (5), Spain (5), USA (5), Germany (4), Switzerland (4), UK (3), 
Finland (2), Canada (1), Czech Republic (1), Italy (1), Sweden (1) 

Women Men Total10 22 32

Meitner fellows

coUntries of oriGin/nAtionAlities

Italy (14), Germany (8), China (5), France (5), USA (4), Austria (3), Columbia (3), 
Hungary (3), Netherlands (3), Poland (3), Spain (3), Greece (2), India (2), Iran (2), 
Romania (2), Australia (1), Bangladesh (1), Brazil (1), Czech Republic (1), Estonia (1), 
Ireland (1), Mexico (1), New Zealand (1), Portugal (1), Serbia (1), Slovakia (1), 
Slovenia (1), Switzerland (1), Ukraine (1)

Women Men Total27 49 76



Switzerland 

Israel 

Netherlands 

Denmark 

Sweden 

Austria 

Finland 

Belgium

UK 

Ireland 

Norway 

Luxembourg 

Germany 

France 

Cyprus

Iceland 

Spain 

Portugal 

Italy 

Estonia

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

ERC Grants 
since 2007 Top 20 countries ranked by

grants per million residents*

* (a) without Advanced Grants 2017; ‘host country’ means
the country of the host institution that supplied the 
recommendation at the time of application.
(b) with regard to Synergy Grants, only the host country 
of the project coordinator is taken into account.
Sources: (1) Grants: European Research Council (ERC), 
https://erc.europa.eu/projects-figures/erc-funded-projects
(2) Residents: CIA World Factbook February 2020,
https://www.cia.gov/the-world-factbook/

Country Grants (per million res.)Projects approvedresidents

104.2

80.5

63.5

44.8

42.2

38.7

38.2

38.1

36.8

29.0

27.4

27.1

23.8

22.2

17.4

17.1

14.8

12.2

11.5

9.8

876

698

1,098

263

431

343

213

446

2,420

150

150

17

1,911

1,507

22

6

741

126

720

12

8,403,994

8,675,475

17,280,397

5,869,410

10,202,491

8,859,449

5,571,665

11,720,716

65,761,117

5,176,569

5,467,439

628,381

80,159,662

67,848,156

1,266,676

350,734

50,015,792

10,302,674

62,402,659

1,228,624



Bibliometric Data
2011–2020

Top 20 countries ranked by 
citations per 1,000 residents*

* Sources: Population data: United Nations Statistics Division. 
Publications and citations: Scimago Journal & Country Rank; 
2011-2020; generally only includes countries with at least 10,000 
publications; Taiwan is not included because the United Nations 
Statistics Division does not list it as a country.
** Chinese Special Administrative Region

Switzerland

Iceland

Denmark

Singapore

Sweden

Netherlands

Norway

Finland

Australia

Belgium

Ireland

UK

Luxembourg

Austria

New Zealand

Canada

Hong Kong**

Estonia

Cyprus

Israel

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Country Publications citations

465,113

16,502

273,045

212,779

409,728

609,483

222,667

206,332

977,923

338,158

147,957

2.049,691

19,959

257,370

159,354

1,079,282

193,197

31,969

25,563

216,129

5,502,125

229,168

3,025,332

2,323,341

4,215,349

6,923,094

2,008,576

1,963,663

8,619,868

3,532,154

1,380,158

18,551,679

172,949

2,389,764

1,330,746

9,929,525

1,796,647

318,805

193,712

2,000,504

8,696

364

5,823

5,686

10,380

17,475

5,368

5,525

25,366

11,456

4,964

67,081

626

8,901

5,084

38,005

7,482

1,330

888

9,216

53.5

45.3

46.9

37.4

39.5

34.9

41.5

37.3

38.6

29.5

29.8

30.6

31.9

28.9

31.3

28.4

25.8

24.0

28.8

23.5

632.7

629.6

519.5

408.6

406.1

396.2

374.2

355.4

339.8

308.3

278.0

276.6

276.3

268.5

261.8

261.3

240.1

239.7

218.1

217.1
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Organisational Chart

executive Board

Office of the 
Executive Board

Specialist 
Departments

Strategy 
Departments

Internal 
Departments

Biology and 
Medical Sciences

Humanities and 
Social Sciences

Natural Sciences 
and Engineering

Career Development
(Strategy)

International 
Programmes

National
Programmes

Policy, Evaluation, 
Analysis

Financial 
Services

IT

Communications

Organisation and 
Human Resources

Legal Affairs and 
Board Support

Staff Units
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	This number alone speaks to the excel-lence and diversity of top-level research in Austria. I would like to congratulate warmly all those who received funding in the end and wish them every success. I would like to encourage all those for whom it didn’t work out last year to keep at it and stick with research.Dear researchers, the knowledge pro-vided by basic research benefits genera-tions to come. Your research discoveries lay the foundations for tackling the major challenges facing society today and in th
	AlexAnder VAn der BellenFederal President of Austria
	The Full Spectrumof Austrian Top-LevelResearch
	MArtin PolAschekAustrian Federal Minister ofEducation, Science and Research
	The figure is impressive: 732 researchers and their teams received grants from the FWF last year. 732 outstanding projects provide the basic knowledge needed to come up with better answers to the chal-lenges of tomorrow. What’s more, they all increase Austria’s attractiveness as a cen-tre of knowledge, boost innovative capacity and contribute to ensuring prosperity for society as a whole. A look at the research-ers and their pioneering projects reveals the full spectrum of Austrian top-level research. To in
	new career paths and, among other things, make technological or medical advances with the opportunities afforded by using artificial intelligence. In addition, the FWF once again helped to launch large research networks through its Special Research Programmes.  The future also looks promising, with the excellent=austria initiative helping to create collaborations between researchers of unprecedented scope. The annual report shows that Austrian basic research is growing and, thanks to the FWF, is more vibran
	What Holds the World Together
	Be daring and break new ground: We took this principle of basic research to heart in designing this year’s annual report. Together with ORF’s Radiokulturhaus and Ö1, we have launched a new, out of the ordinary, discussion series called ‘What Holds the World Together’. Each time, two guests from the world of research and other walks of life get together to discuss the future. What about curiosity, creativity and competitiveness in each of their fields? How does society deal with research, and research with s
	2021 brought with it many new develop-ments for the Austrian Science Fund: The federal government’s RTI Strategy 2030, the RTI Pact, and the new three-year funding agreement offer Austrian researchers increased funding with long-term prospects. The BMBWF is providing the FWF with €806 million in funds for the period from 2021 to 2023, an increase of 27 percent compared to the last three years. There was also good news following the loss of funding from the National Foundation. The Austrian federal governmen
	The launch of the Clusters of Excellence signalled the beginning of the application stage for the first of three e=a pillars, in which research teams receive up to €70 million in funding over a period of ten years for pioneering, large-scale projects in basic research. The new ESPRIT pro-gramme was also given the green light in 2021. 18 talented postdocs, half of whom were women, were awarded funding during the first round of approvals. Many others will follow in 2022. The transdis-ciplinary #ConnectingMind
	are obvious: Universities are experiencing a welcome surge in growth and are prov-ing successful at attracting new outstand-ing researchers to Austria. Non-university research institutions, such as the Institute of Science and Technology Austria or the Academy of Sciences, are also expanding. The success of Austrian researchers and their institutions in making scientific progress depends in no small part on the long-term endowment of the FWF’s funding budget. Every additional euro that Austria invests in th
	christof GAttrinGer President UrsUlA JAkUBek Executive Vice-President 
	GeorG kAser Vice-President Natural Sciences and EngineeringGerlinde MAUtner Vice-President Humanities and Social Sciencesellen Zechner Vice-President Biology and Medical Sciences
	independenceand diversityThe autonomy of the FWF and the inde-pendence of its funding decisions are protected by law. Researchers from all disciplines, regardless of their academic position, are given the time and freedom they need to gain new insights.excellenceand competitionIt is the quality of research that matters, which is why researchers compete in the global arena of ideas. The FWF invests exclusively in those researchers whose proposals receive excellent reviews from international peers.
	transparencyand fairnessThe FWF is committed to allocating funds in a transparent, fair and inclusive man-ner. It rigorously avoids conflicts of inter-est, builds in multiple cross-checks at all stages and clearly communicates its practices and decision-making procedures to researchers and the public.Gender mainstreamingand equal opportunitiesThe FWF promotes equal opportunities in world-class research for all genders.Career development programmes and gender mainstreaming in all areas support researchers in
	Basic Principles of the FWF
	integrity and ethicsAs a founding member of the Agency for Research Integrity, the FWF pro-motes compliance with the rules of good research practice and internationally established ethical standards. Its own activities and funding effectiveness are also reviewed and evaluated by inde-pendent experts on a regular basis.dialogue and cooperationThe FWF sees itself as a partner in dia-logue and provides an open forum for the exchange of knowledge. It seeks to build bridges between the scientific community, rese
	Key Figures at a Glance
	3,316732Biology and Medical Sciences   Approval rate: 22.3%   284Natural Sciences and Engineering  Approval rate: 23.2%   269Humanities and Social Sciences   Approval rate: 19.6%   179Projects approved   funding decisions on proposals4,45816-35 years old(1,438 ♀/1,630 ♂/1 other)3,069Over 55 years old(58 ♀/82 ♂)14036-55 years old(603 ♀/646 ♂)1,249researchers funded by the fWf
	2,588Biology and Medical Sciences1,043Humanities and Social Sciences636Natural Sciences and Engineering909ongoing projects by discipline cluster  (as of 31 December 2021)256.11,203.1Natural Sciences and EngineeringApproval rate: 21.0%   104.4Biology and Medical SciencesApproval rate: 22.2%   94.3Humanities and Social SciencesApproval rate: 18.3%   57.4funding requested (€ million)new grants awarded  (€ million)
	Figure
	A Meeting of Minds
	They come together for one hour to talk:Two people, both successful in widely divergent professions, exchange thoughts and ideas. What about curiosity, creativity and competitiveness in each of their fields? How does society deal with research, and research with society? What part does failure play on the road to success? What can we learn from one another? 
	The series of talks entitled ‘What Holds the World Together’ is held in cooperation with the ORF-Radiokulturhaus and the radio station Ö1.
	Figure
	Do the laws of physics or great stories hold the world together? Bestselling author MArc elsBerG and surface physicist Ulrike dieBold discuss jazz, their love of physics and their déformation professionelle at the ORF-Radiokulturhaus.Journalist GÜnter kAindlstorfer led the discussion.
	Figure
	‘We have a particular  fascination for what  we do not understand.’
	Günter Kaindlstorfer: Ms Diebold, how would you explain surface physics to my 14-year-old daughter? She tells me she gets average-to-good grades in physics.UlriKe diebold: Our work is based on the atom: To put it simply, we place molecules on the surfaces of atoms and observe what they do.Kaindlstorfer: How can we see that?diebold: We use special microscopes. Half of the Wittgenstein Award, in other words half-a-million euros, was earmarked for just such a microscope. We use them in stainless steel chambers
	Figure
	light is deflected around the material, showing us the objects behind it.Kaindlstorfer: Ms Diebold, how do you work? And Mr Elsberg, what is your work like as an author?diebold: We are a large, very international team. Unfor-tunately, as a professor, I have less and less time to spend at the microscope myself, which I find regrettable.elsberG: My books require a lot of research: I work on some material for ten years. If I need to tap into special-ised knowledge, I consult experts. Most of them like to talk 
	Figure
	Figure
	elsberG: Maybe I suffer from a déformationprofessionelle, but I think it’sthe great stories. The old myths and legends, such as the ones which tell us of resurrection from the dead. I’m still of a generation when everybody gathered on Saturday nights to watch Wetten, dass..?on TV. Today, society is much more fragmented. Everyone watches what they want, when they want. It’s more difficult to find a unifying narrative. But humans are social animals, and we need interaction to survive. There is also a tie-in t
	Kaindlstorfer: How did you fare as a woman in such a technical discipline?diebold: I was often the only one. But now the number of women at the TU has increased fivefold, and today the proportion of female first-year stu-dents is 25 to 30 percent. But there are still not enough women in technical professions; it’s different in the Arab world and also in countries where Ro-mance languages are spoken.Kaindlstorfer: Would jazz be a way to boost the number of women? Are there still jazz concerts at the TU?diebo
	Ulrike dieBold 
	Is professor for surface physics at the Vienna University of Tech-nology (TU). Over her career she has been the recipient of a number of prizes, including the Wittgenstein Award. In 2021 a special research programme funded by the FWF began under her leadership.
	MArc elsBerG
	Was a strategy consultant and creative director in advertising. Today he is an author living and working in Vienna. Through his international bestsellers, BLACK-OUT, ZERO and HELIX, he has become a master in the genre of science thrillers.
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	‘Not everything has to be ground-breaking’
	Figure
	Political scientist kAthArinA t. PAUl and ORF journalist GÜnther MAyr talked about science and journalism, success and failure, as well as work during the lockdown.
	Günter Kaindlstorfer: Mr Mayr, you are the face of the pandemic. How are you handling your celebrity?Günther Mayr: For me, it’s not about personal celebrity. It’s about elevating science reporting, about appreciation for science editors.Kaindlstorfer: What were your working conditions like during quarantine?Mayr: I still remember the first reports from China about a mysterious lung disease, then the whole thing exploded within the span of two weeks. It cul-minated in my managing editor telling me, ‘You have
	Figure
	Kaindlstorfer: What was the focus of your research?PaUl: Vaccination has always been a contested issue historically. There is more to it than just medi-cal intervention. It’s about how far the state is allowed to intervene in the private lives of its citizens. At what point does a political discourse become moralizing? There are people who are afraid.Kaindlstorfer: How did you research people’s attitudes to-ward vaccination?PaUl: In home-schooling mode. (laughs) No, seriously, I worked on two studies, the C
	Figure
	Figure
	PaUl: I have always been interested in how the state interacts with society. I also did a six-month internship at the European Commission and realised how much I like theoretical work. That’s what I was missing. I then decided to do a PhD in Amsterdam.Kaindlstorfer: What about you Mr Mayr?Mayr: I always wanted to become a journalist. As a boy in Murau, I recorded my commentary of Austrian skier Franz Klammer’s downhill races on audio cassette. I always read and wrote a great deal. My mother said, ‘You’ll st
	Kaindlstorfer: What role does failure play in your professional life?Mayr: I once failed to get a story on the Russian mafia in Vienna. And as a war reporter during the war in Yugoslavia, I almost walked across a minefield, but a soldier pulled me back.Kaindlstorfer: That kind of failure would have been your last.PaUl: I personally failed at home-schooling. (laughs) I would even fail the school-readiness evaluation.Kaindlstorfer: Which subject?PaUl: Even sport.Kaindlstorfer: What do you expect from good sci
	GÜnther MAyr 
	Is the head of science reporting for the Austrian broadcaster ORF. He holds a university degree in com-munication and is known to a wide TV audience from his interviews and statements across a variety of news programmes, most recently on the subject of Covid-19.
	kAthArinA t. PAUl 
	Has received numerous awards as a political scientist and conducts research into health policy, regu-lation, medicine and biopolitics at the University of Vienna. She was the recipient of one of the FWF’s six START Awards in 2021.
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	The head of Vienna’s cemeteries renAte niklAs and neuroscientist rUPert lAnZenBerGer discuss science and faith, the miracle of the brain and images in our heads, the culture of grieving and how emotions are created.
	Figure
	‘Change only   happens through   irritation.’
	Günter Kaindlstorfer: The brain is one of life’s greatest miracles. What is so exciting about your research work?rUPert lanzenberGer: The brain is an organ that weighs only as much as one and a half litres of milk, and yet it contains 100 billion neurons. I work in the field of imaging in human medicine. I don’t do animal experiments.Kaindlstorfer: Your specialty is imaging. What exactly does that entail?lanzenberGer: Fortunately, we have state-of-the-art equipment here in Vi-enna. My focus is on functional
	Figure
	est colours, singing and shouting...Kaindlstorfer: Shouting in pain?niKlas: We see the cemetery as a place where people meet and express a variety of feelings. Vien-na’s cemeteries cover an area of 5.2 square kilometres. They also provide a habitat, and not only for the people living directly adjacent to them. We use this area to benefit the city. There are 46 active cemeteries in Vi-enna with flower meadows and bee colonies.Kaindlstorfer: You want to bring life into the cemetery: One custom that has change
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	lanzenberGer: What happens when you are dying? There is a significant lack of blood flow to the cerebral mantle, and the older parts of the brain, which are responsible for emotions, take over. We know that certain neurotrans-mitter systems give us positive experiences.Kaindlstorfer: Why is that so difficult to research?lanzenberGer: Mostly we can only carry out measurements for short peri-ods of about an hour.Kaindlstorfer: But you would need several hours of measurements?lanzenberGer: Yes, and right at th
	Kaindlstorfer: Is there a trend towards cremation?niKlas: In Vienna, cremation accounts for 33 percent of funerals, and natu-ral burial for ten percent. In western Austria, natural burials are far more common. In Germany cremation accounts for as many as 90% of funerals.Kaindlstorfer: Is there also an economic reason for that?niKlas: It depends on how much space is available; in Vienna, there’s less pressure. Recently we added a digital grave as an addition to every analogue grave. So, grave administration 
	renAte niklAs 
	Has been the managing director of Vienna’s cemeteries since 2017. Prior to that she was the head HR for Wiener Linien, Vienna’s public transport. After receiving a degree from the Vienna University of Eco-nomics and Business, she began her career in corporate consulting before taking a job at Wienstrom GmbH, a subsidiary of the Viennese munic-ipal energy supplier, in 2002. 
	rUPert lAnZenBerGer 
	Is a neuroscientist at the Medical University of Vienna, where he heads up the Neuroimaging Lab focusing on psychiatric diseases and the effects of psychotropic medication. The FWF has funded his research for many years, most recently as part of the Clinical Research Pro-gramme in 2021.
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	FWF Videos:Science in Motion
	Ant Migration
	‘ For us, ants have never lost their fascination’, says Birgit Schlick-Steiner, an evolutionary biolo-gist at the University of Innsbruck. Together with her husband, Florian Steiner, she has been study-ing these animals and their extraordinarily coop-erative behaviour for years. She has also observed how invasive species are increasingly crowding out native fauna. Despite their social behaviour, ants also engage in fierce territorial battles: ‘These fights are a matter of life and death’. Fund-ing from the 
	the World’s firstterritorial state
	Even as a small child, Christiana Köhler liked digging in the sand, and she is still doing it. For many years, this archaeologist has been exca-vating in Helwan, a town south of Cairo, where a huge ancient necropolis has been uncovered. The findings made there provide evidence of the first territorial state in world history. Köhler, a keen glider pilot in her free time, focuses her research on ordinary people and shows how the population lived and worked 5,000 years ago. The findings allow for parallels to 
	Figure
	Figure
	‘ Science in motion’ opens a window on to the many-faceted world of basic research. Internationally renowned researchers from Austria report on current projects, insights into, and questions relating to their disciplines.
	Understanding how life Works
	Michael Wagner’s interest and expertise lies in the study of microorganisms in the field. He is specifically concerned with nitrifying bacteria and their impact on the environment. These micro-organisms play an important part in the Earth’s nitrogen cycle. Wagner, the 2019 winner of FWF’s Wittgenstein Award, also brought his expertise to the fight against the coronavirus with the devel-opment of the gargle test. Whenever Wagner is not in the lab, he can be found recharging his bat- teries in nature. The des
	Figure
	What do Animals talk andthink About?
	His grandparents’ love of nature marked Tecumseh Fitch for life. Growing up in Pennsylvania (USA), he was surrounded by forests and wildlife and had one goal: to become a scientist. Today, Fitch is a cognitive biologist in Vienna and studies how ani-mals communicate and what they think. To do this, he records animal calls from many species and analyses them on computers. He also studies the evolution of music and argues that music evolved in early humans to create lasting social bonds in groups. His researc
	Figure
	‘nothing in life is risk-free’
	Virologist Christoph Steininger is concerned with what makes viruses function as well as the mech-anisms that lead to the outbreak of a disease. This climbing enthusiast was able to use his expertise on how viruses work during the corona-virus pandemic. He made a significant contribution to the development of tests and launched a PCR self-test that delivers reliable results within 24 hours. The FWF has supported several of his basic research projects.
	Figure
	‘ We need to Understandclimate change’
	From an early age, Gina Moseley was intrigued by caves, and she has been exploring them since the age of 13. At the moment, UK-born Moseley is carrying out FWF-funded research at the University of Innsbruck, where she explores the climate history of the Arctic, using deposits found in caves. To this end, Moseley regularly travels to the northernmost part of the globe, to northern Greenland, where the impact of climate change is expected to be most pronounced.
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	organic solar cellsfor a Better future
	There is a good reason that the sun is the oldest deity worshipped by humans: ‘It is the best and cleanest source of energy we know’, says physi-cist Niyazi Serdar Sarıçiftçi. For the last 30 years, Sarıçiftçi has been working on the question of how solar energy can be used in an efficient and eco-friendly way. In his research, Sarıçiftçi – winner of the Wittgenstein Award – focuses on the development of organic solar cells.
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	the importance of emotions
	The political scientist and sociologist Anna Durnová explores the question of how emotions determine our actions. Using case studies from politics and society and supported by the FWF, she is trying to get to the bottom of the role played by hopes, fears, anger, or joy in order to createbetter mutual understanding. Durnová is convinced that marginalising feelings or failing to address them can be dangerous, particularly from a polit-ical perspective. Repressed emotions are a fertile ground for radical movem
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	the it landscape Planner
	Our everyday lives depend on complex IT systems more than we think: hospitals, parliaments and companies depend on them. With the support of the FWF, computer scientist Ruth Breu is working to make such IT landscapes secure and man-ageable. For this purpose, the native Bavarian develops living models which – not unlike urban planning models – evolve continuously to cope with increasing requirements. Breu was able to turn her basic research successfully into a practi-cal application in 2017 with the spin-off
	Figure
	Wittgenstein:Austria’s most generouslysupported research programme
	The Wittgenstein Award is open to outstanding researchers from all disciplines. Endowed with 1.5 million euros per winner, the award enables recipients to conduct their research with the utmost freedom and flexibility. Researchers are thus enabled to intensify their research activities at the highest international level. 
	stArt: excellence grantsfor aspiring top researchers 
	The START programme is aimed at top young researchers, who are awarded up to €1.2 million for six years to enable them to carry out their research in the long term and with financial security. By setting up and/or expanding a research group working under their leadership, principal investigators of START projects have the opportunity to qualify for a leadership position in the world of research.
	Award Winners 
	stArt/Wittgenstein Jury
	In the START Programme and the Wittgenstein Award, the START/Wittgenstein Jury makes a funding recommendation to the FWF Board. The Jury consists of thirteen international top researchers who make their decision based on the reviews by international experts.
	WittgensteinAward Winners 1996–2020
	1996erWin f. WAGnerMorphogenesis ofthe Vertebrate FacerUth WodAkDiscourse, Politics, Identity1997GeorG GottloBInformation systemsand Artificial Intelligenceerich GornikSemiconductor NanoelectronicsAntoniUs And MArJori MAtZkeEpigenetic Inactivationof Transgenes in Plants1998WAlter schAcherMAyerStochastic Processes in FinancePeter ZollerTheoretical Quantum Optics and Quantum Information
	1999kiM Ashley nAsMythYeast Cell Cycle2000Andre GinGrichLocal Identitiesand Wider Influences Peter A. MArkoWich Applied Mathematics2001MeinrAd BUsslinGer Molecular Mechanisms of Lineage Commitment in the Hematopoietic SystemheriBert hirtCell Division Control in Plants2002ferenc krAUsZQuantum Optics: Ultrafast and High-Field Processes
	2003renée schroederRNA Folding and Catalysis, RNA-Binding Antibiotics2004WAlter PohlEarly Medieval History and Culture2005BArry J. dicksonThe Development and Function of Neutral CircuitsRudolf GRimmAtomic and Molecular Quantum Gases2006JörG schMiedMAyerAtomic Physics, Quantum Optics, Miniaturising on a Chip2007christiAn krAttenthAlerClassic Combinatorics and ApplicationsrUdolf ZechnerMetabolic Lipase inLipid and Energy Metabolism
	2008MArkUs ArndtQuantum Interference with Clusters and Complex Molecules2009JÜrGen A. knoBlichAsymmetric Cell DivisionGerhArd WidMerComputer ScienceAI, Music2010WolfGAnG lUtZDemography2011GerhArd J. herndlMicrobial Oceanography, Marine BiochemistryJAn-MichAel PetersChromosome Segregationduring Human Cell Division2012thoMAs A. henZinGerFormal Methods for the Design and Analysis of Complex SystemsniyAZi serdAr sAriçiftçiSolar Energy Conversion
	2013Ulrike dieBoldSurface Science2014Josef PenninGerFunctional Genetics2015clAUdiA rAPPByzantium, Late Antiquity,Social and Cultural History2016Peter JonAsNeurology (Synaptic Communication in Neuronal Microcircuits)
	2017hAnns-christoPh näGerlExperimental Physics:Ultracold Quantum Matter2018herBert edelsBrUnnerMathematics,Computer ScienceUrsUlA heMetekMinority Research in Ethnomusicology2019PhiliPP therThe Great Transformation:A Comparative Social History of Global UpheavalsMichAel WAGnerMicrobiology2020AdriAn constAntin Mathematics of Wave Propagation
	WittgensteinAward Winner 2021
	MonikA henZinGer
	‘Computer science can change the world’, says Monika Henzinger. You can feel the researcher’s enthusiasm for her field in every word she speaks. The international research career of the award winner is impressive: After finishing her studies in computer science in her native Germany, she received her PhD from Princeton University in the USA and worked as an assistant professor at Cornell University. A temporary switch to the private sector culminated in Henzinger’s position as Director of Research at Google
	algorithms for combinatorial problems, especially in graphs, distributed and parallel computation, computer-aided verification, and algorithmic game theory. Recently, her research has focused on differential privacy which aims to protect personal information among large quanti-ties of data. In his speech praising the 2021 Wittgenstein Award winner, FWF President Christof Gattringer noted that ‘In a digital world, data protection is of great impor-tance. This was already an important topic before Corona, but
	innovative and GroundbreakingThe START/Wittgenstein Jury of 13 researchers noted in their statement: ‘Monika Henzinger’s work is innovative, impactful, and highly regarded both in top academic as well as business circles’. The results of her efforts so far include more than 200 scientific publications and more than 80 patents. Her research has been recognised by numerous awards, including two European Research Council Advanced Grants. She is a member of the Austrian Academy of Sciences, the Ger-man National
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	1996christiAn köBerlferenc krAUsZUlrich schMid Peter sZMolyAnkArl UnterrAinerhArAld WeinfUrterGerhArd WoeGinGerJAkoB WoisetschläGer1997GerhArd holZAPfelBernhArd PAlMeMichAel schMid1998Peter GrABnerGottfried kirchenGAstrUdolf VAlentAGerhArd WidMer1999christoPh MArschnernorBert J. MAUser otMAr scherZerthoMAs schreflchristoPh sPötlJosePh strAUss2000thoMAs BrABecsUsAnne kAlssdietrich leiBfriedherBert stroBlBernhArd tilG
	2001MArkUs ArndtMichAel BUchMeiserWolfGAnG drexlerWilfried ellMeiercleMens sedMAk2002WolfGAnG heissMichAel JUrsAGeorG schettdieter schMAlstieGJoAchiM schöBerl2003GeorG kressehAnns-christoPh näGerlAndreAs VillUnGer2004thoMAs BAchnerMichAel kUnZinGerVAssil PAlAnkoVskithoMAs ProhAskAGerhArd schÜtZ2005MichAel hinterMÜllerMAtthiAs hornAlexAndrA lUsser MichAel MosernorBert ZiMMerMAnn
	2006hArtMUt häffnernorBert PolAcek Piet oliVer schMidtJosef teichMAnnGerAld teschl2007kAthrin BreUkerthoMAs BUGnyArotfried GÜhneBernhArd lAMelthoMAs lörtinGPAUl MAyrhofersiGrid WAdAUerthoMAs WAllniG2008MArkUs AsPelMeyertoM BAttinMAssiMo fornAsierdAniel GrUMillerAlexAnder kendlkArel rihAkristin tessMAr-rAiBlechristinA WAldsich2009frAncescA ferlAinoilse fischer ArthUr kAserMAnUel kAUersthorsten schUMM dAVid teis
	STARTAward Winners1996–2020
	2010JUliUs BrenneckeBArBArA horeJsBArBArA krAUsMelAnie MAlZAhnfloriAn schreckBoJAn ZAGroVic 2011Peter BAlAZsAGAtA ciABAttoniseBAstiAn diehlAlWin köhlerthoMAs MÜllerPeter rABlMichAel sixtPhiliP WAlther2012kAAn BoZtUGJUliA BUdkAAlexAnder dAMMerMAnnJÜrGen hAUersofiA kAntoroVichMichAel kirchlerfrAnZ schUster2013stefAn l. AMeresnotBUrGA GierlinGercleMens heitZinGerGeorGios kAtsAros dAVid A. keAysoVidiU PAUnthoMAs PockPAolo sArtoristefAn WoltrAn
	2014MArkUs AichhornBettinA BAderMAthiAs BeiGlBöckAlexAnder GrÜneissiGrid neUhAUserMAnUel schABUskArin schnAssrene thieMAnn2015christoPh Aistleitner iVonA BrAndicMArcUs hUBerBen lAnyonGAreth PArkinsonrUPert seidlkristinA stöcklcAroline Uhler2016christoPher cAMPBellMichAel eichMAirhArAld GroBnerfelix höflMAyernikolAi kieseltrAcy northUP
	2017hAnnes A. fellner VerA fischer clAUdine krAft WolfGAnG lechner AndreA PAUli MiriAM UnterlAss2018eMAnUelA BiAnchiJosef norBert fÜsslPhiliPP hAslinGeroliVer hofMAnnroBert r. JUnkerGinA elAine Moseley2019MoritZ BrehMchristA cUchieroBrUno de nicolAchristoPh GAMMerJosé lUis roMerorichArd WilhelM2020Alice AUersPerG elisA dAVoli  GeMMA de lAs cUeVAs roBert GAniAn  JUliA lAJtA-noVAk AleksAndAr MAtkoVic BirGittA schUltZe-BernhArdt
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	STARTAward Winners 2021
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	lAUrA donnAyVienna University of Technology Department of Theoretical Physics
	Black hole soft hairand celestial holography
	In Laura Donnay’s project she has become the first researcher to describe a num-ber of properties of black holes. These properties are symmetries occurring near the event horizon. She intends to answer the question of why black holes are so disordered from the point of view of quan-tum mechanics (i.e. they contain so much information), but very simple and orderly from the point of view of relativity theory. Black holes are at the centre of the search for a link between relativity theory and quantum physics,
	Figure
	JUliAn leonArdVienna University of Technology Atom Institute
	Quantum optimizationwith an Atom-light simulator
	The aim of Julian Leonard’s OptimAL project is to develop a new quantum com-puter that can be used to solve difficult problems in materials research faster than before. The physicist wants to create this computer based on neutral atoms serving as quantum bits that interact with light. This is the special nature of his approach, because previously it was only possible to produce reliable communi-cation between quantum bits from neutral atoms within the immediate vicinity. With the help of light, even distant
	STARTAward Winners 2021
	Figure
	yAsh lodhAUniversity of Vienna Faculty of Mathematics
	Algebraic, Analytic, dynamicalProperties of Groups Actions
	In his project, Yash Lodha addresses elements of group theory, a central area of mathematics. He studies mathematical symmetries, employing both geometrical and algebraic approaches. They are im-portant for the resulting common lan-guage that encompasses both geometric facts and arithmetic rules. This field has a long history, but it was not until the 20th century that researchers understood that group theory could also be used to gain a better understanding of geometri-cal questions. Group theory is a cent
	Figure
	hAnnes MikUlAVienna University of TechnologyDepartment of Applied Synthetic Chemistry
	Bioorthogonalcascade-targeting
	Chemotherapy is still not very targetedwhen it is used in the fight against cancer. That means that it is not yet possible to control the movement of molecules in a cellular environment. In his project situated at the interface between chemistry and biology, Hannes Mikula wants to develop strategies to deliver active substances di-rectly into tumour cells. Molecular cascade targeting is intended to prevent the sub-stances from also landing in healthy cells and destroying them. In this research, Mikula is en
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	MArkUs MöstUniversity of InnsbruckDepartment of Ecology
	eco-evolutionary dynamics:Admixture and Global change
	Water fleas are a particularly apt subject for research into the interactions between evolutionary and ecological change. In his project, biologist Markus Möst studies how global changes affect aquatic eco-systems. In addition to climate change, overfishing and pollution of habitats are also problems. Möst focuses on two fac-tors, eutrophication and heat waves, both of which have a major impact on lakes. His findings are expected to improve the management of lakes and ecosystems and help preserve their func
	Figure
	kAthArinA theresA PAUlUniversity of ViennaDepartment of Political Science
	Valuing Vaccination:A Multi-sited Policy Valuography
	What is the value that society attributes to vaccinations? This is the basic ques-tion that underlies the research work of Katharina T. Paul. The political scientist analyses which criteria decision-makers in politics and business, researchers and the public at large apply in making deci-sions about vaccinations. How do different stakeholders value vaccinations, and how do these assessments reflect their attitudes towards governance? Based on interviews, ethnographic observation and the analysis of social m
	executive Board
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	excellent=austria
	clusters of excellence (coe)
	Clusters of Excellence (COE) are the first of three pillars of the excellent=austria funding initiative to strengthen Austria’s position as a top location for research within the international scientific community.oBJectiVesq  COEs enable groups of researchers at Austrian research institutions to achieve outstanding results through cooperation as either interdisciplinary research or in one area (including arts-based research), to establish the field in Austria over the long term and at a top international l
	Exploring New Frontiers: Funding of Top-Quality Research
	stand-Alone Project funding
	Stand-Alone ProjectsoBJectiVesq  To enable researchers to carry out research projects in basic research1000 Ideas ProgrammeoBJectiVesq  To foster creativity, encourage risk-taking and facilitate the development of novel, innovative research domainsq  To focus on high-risk, original or transformative research at an early stageq  To address visionary research ideas that cross disciplinary boundaries and/or are not yet the subject of debates in academic research and/or in society
	international Programmes
	Transnational Funding ActivitiesoBJectiVesq  To enable researchers to carry out closely integrated bi- or multilateral research projects in basic researchfUndinG ProGrAMMesq  Joint projects: Bi- and trilateral research projects, sometimes in response to Calls for research addressing specific topicsq  ERA NET calls: thematically focused multilateral (European) research cooperationsq  Joint seminars: Seminar events to initiate cooperative projects
	Priority researchProgrammes
	Special Research Programmes (SFB)oBJectiVesq  To consolidate research performed by multiple investigators at one or more locations towards a thematic focus
	q  To develop extremely productive,tightly interconnected research units for long-term and interdisciplinary work on complex research topicsResearch GroupsoBJectiVesq  To fund cooperative projects between researchers at institutions with more lim-ited infrastructure or in disciplines that cooperate on smaller scalesq  To cooperate on medium-term projects on a complex, contemporary topic in mixed teams of three to five researchersq  To promote inter- or multidisciplinary, innovative research collaboration th
	Awards and Prizes
	START ProgrammeoBJectiVesq  To provide outstanding young research-ers with long-term support to carry out basic researchq  To help researchers gain the qualifica-tions necessary for leadership positions in research by developing, growing and managing their own working groupsWittgenstein AwardoBJectiVesq  To provide outstanding established scholars with long-term support to carry out basic researchq  To give those researchers maximum freedom and flexibility in pursuing their researchGottfried and Vera Weiss 
	netidee SCIENCE(funded by the Internet Foundation) oBJectiVesq  Basic research should make a sustain-able contribution to expanding, strength-ening and preserving the benefits of the internet for all members of societyq  To support researchers from all disci-plines who can help to achieve the foun-dation’s objectives in the fields of technol-ogy, the natural sciences, business and economics, and the social sciencesASMET Research Award(funded by the Austrian Society of Metallurgy and Materials) oBJectiVesq  
	Herzfelder Foundation Projects(funded by the Herzfelder Family Foundation) oBJectiVesq  To enable scholars to carry out basic research projects in the fields of biochem-ical and/or medical cell research q  To support research addressing the alteration and ageing of cells as well as the search for new means of influencing these processesAlternative Methods to Animal TestingoBJectiVesq  To support investigators in the research and development of alternative methods to animal testingq  To develop research and 
	Cultivating Talents:Human-Resources Development
	doctoral Programmes
	doc.funds*oBJectiVesq  To promote outstanding academic and arts-based education and training for doc-toral students in existing internationally oriented doctoral programmes with clearly defined structures and quality standardsq  To strengthen the research orientation and sustain the consolidation of existing training structures for highly qualified young researchersdoc.funds.connect oBJectiVesq  To establish and facilitate doctoral programmes jointly developed and organised by a university and a university 
	q  To strengthen the cooperation between universities of applied sciences and universitiesq  To promote the career development of research staff at universities of applied sciencesq  To integrate basic research and applied research into the domain of doctoral education and to establish application-oriented basic research
	Postdoc Programme
	ESPRIT:Career Advancement for Postdocs oBJectiVesq  To promote excellent, innovative researchq  To attract, retain or enable the return of outstanding researchers and thus strengthen Austrian research institutions q  To support outstanding femaleresearchers
	q  To promote career and skills devel-opment while enabling recipients to ad-vance their independent research profile   q  To strengthen career prospects and boost competitiveness by supporting publications, collaboration and increased visibility
	international Mobility
	Erwin Schrödinger FellowshipoBJectiVesq  To help (young) researchers work on basic research at leading research institutions outside Austriaq  To help researchers gain experience abroad at their post-doc stageq  To facilitate access to new fields of research, methods, procedures and techniques so that researchers – following their return to Austria – can contribute to the development of their fields
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	Elise Richter ProgrammeoBJectiVes
	Realising Ideas: Interactive Effects Science – Society
	Application-orientedBasic research
	ClinicalResearch Programme (KLIF)oBJectiVesq  To enable researchers to carry out clinical research projectsq  To generate new knowledge and fundamental insights in order to improve clinical practiceq  To optimise diagnostic and thera- peutic procedures
	supportfor Artistic research
	Programme for Arts-Based Research (PEEK)oBJectiVesq  To enable researchers to carry out innovative arts-based research projectsq  To increase the research capacity, quality and international standing of arts-based researchers in Austriaq  To increase awareness of arts-based research and its potential applications among a broader audience and within the research and arts communities
	support fortransdisciplinaryresearch
	#ConnectingMinds*oBJectiVesq  To support teams that combine scientific and societal knowledge in order to meet prospective social, technological, ecologi-cal and economic challengesq  To strengthen the dialogue between science and society as well as increase the translation of research results into practiceq  To improve the ability of researchers to build capacity in terms of transdiscipli-nary research 
	funding of Publicationsand communication
	Stand-Alone PublicationsoBJectiVesq  To support the publication of stand-alone scholarly works in an appropriate and economical manner using conven-tional or digital publication formats
	Peer-Reviewed PublicationsoBJectiVesq  To support the publication of peer-reviewed worksScience Communication Programme (WKP)oBJectiVesq  To support outstanding science com-munication related to a research project funded by the FWF
	expansion Projectsto fWf-funded Projects
	Top Citizen Science (TCS)oBJectiVesq  To support research activitiesthat promote the active involvement of citizensq  To incorporate the skills, expertise, curiosity and willingness of citizens to perform research within ongoing projects*Made possible by a special endowment of the National Foundation.
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	Information on the annual accounts for 2021 will be published on the FWF’s website in mid-June 2022.
	The FWF’s Activities in Figures
	Stand-Alone Projects (incl. clinical research) 1000 Ideas Programme #ConnectingMindsdoc.funds doc.funds.connect Schrödinger Programme Meitner ProgrammeFirnberg and Richter Programme ESPRIT ProgrammeSTART Programme and Wittgenstein Award Young Independent Researcher GroupsResearch Groups1Special Research Programmes (SFB) Extensions (subprojects)International ProgrammesArts-Based Research Programme (PEEK)European Groupings of Territorial Cooperation (EVTZ) Top Citizen Science (TCS)Science Communication Progra
	Research FundingOverview
	Grant totals   (€ million)20202021total assessed20202021total approved20202021Approval                            rate (%)Total new grantsSupplementary grants3Total grantsTotal new grants 2021256.1€ million27.18.644.016.418.839.523.725.725.85.515.110.0100.018.119.811.214.540.520.720.021.1436.456.50.551.8–16.235.145.4–169.836.58.713.3151.2––0.71.01,052.7348.0704.736.6496.737.910.464.526.711.555.143.220.1153.523.111.94.0205.926.310.21.70.51,203.1408.3794.845.025.96.020.714.9–43.225.325.5–5.623.611.797.125.9––
	FundingDevelopment
	7006005004003002001000Total new grants (€ million)Projects approved (number of)2502252001751501251007550250642684707708732217.3230.8237.420172018201920202021243.6256.1
	Share of Programmes Funded
	Total new grants (in € million)START Programmeand Wittgenstein Award8.4   3.3%Young Independent Researcher Groups / Research Groups / SFB 12.0   4.7%PEEK/1000 Ideas /  #ConnectingMinds 13.0   5.1%doc.funds/doc.funds.connect15.6   6.1%EVTZ/TCS/WKP1.6   0.6%Stand-Alone Projects (incl. clinical research) 134.4   52.5%Schrödinger/Meitner/Firnberg/Richter/ESPRIT33.9   13.2%InternationalProgrammes37.2   14.5%
	Research Staff Funded by the FWF
	In 2021, approx. 4,500 people working in research were funded by the FWF. Roughly 70 percent of these were young researchers under the age of 36. The figures under-line the importance of the FWF as a supporter of young talent and reflect its commit-ment to the development of a broad and talented base of researchers in Austria. As of 31 December 2021TotalPostdocs Doctoral studentsOther staff20204,343 1,5712,048724 TotalFemale2,034 676 921 437Male2,308 894 1,127 28720214,458 1,6262,131701 TotalFemale2,099 714
	Grants byCost Category
	Total new grants (in € million)Total new grants 2021256.1€ millionWork contracts2.9   1.1% Travel costs4.0   1.6%Material costs15.8   6.2%Other costs15.9   6.2%Personnel costs215.4   84.1%Equipment costs2.2   0.9%
	Total New Grants: University Research Institutions
	according to Section 6 para. 1 UG 2002 (in € million)Medical University of Graz6.510.95.15.57.1University of Salzburg7.710.08.04.38.6Medical University of Innsbruck10.35.77.310.712.5Vienna University of Technology21.322.120.522.526.8University of Innsbruck18.218.823.923.421.7University of Vienna45.341.652.966.4Graz University  of Technology7.07.87.48.57.78.3University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna6.511.39.010.954.6University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna2.36.72.310.96.3Johannes KeplerUnive
	Total New Grants:Non-University and OtherResearch Institutions
	Vienna University of Economics and Business2.73.42.31.20.8University of Klagenfurt2.32.31.82.91.8University of Art and Design Linz0.50.00.60.6<0.1Montanuniversität Leoben1.31.52.21.32.2University of Applied Arts Vienna0.82.22.70.71.4Danube University Krems0.50.00.00.40.4University of Music and Performing Arts Vienna1.32.20.61.12.8University of Music and Performing Arts Graz1.20.40.40.71.7Academy of Fine Arts Vienna2.51.61.80.01.3Private universities1.22.63.10.72.7Other research institutions*9.712.212.812.91
	Grants by Province
	Total new grants: € 256.1 million (2021)Vienna 154.9   60.5% Burgenland0.0   0.0% Styria33.2   13.0%Abroad0.5   0.2%  Upper Austria11.5   4.5% Salzburg10.0   3.9% Carinthia2.4   0.9% Tyrol35.3   13.8% Vorarlberg0.1  <0.1% Lower Austria8.2   3.2% 
	Matching Funds
	Projects approved / Total grants (in € million)5Projects12€ million4.41.60.1     2020: 0.4Styria 0.3   2020: 0.0Carinthia120.8   2020: 0.3Salzburg31.3  2020: 0.9Upper Austria151.8   2020: 0.0   Tyrol
	Peer-Reviewed Publications
	In terms of funding organisations, the FWF has for many years pursued one of the world’s most effective open-access strate-gies. In 2021, 82% of all quality-assured publications listed in final FWF project reports were openly accessible.2021*4,700 = 82%Open-access1,035 = 18%No open-access 5,735Total20204,028 = 84%Open-access780 = 16%No open-access 4,808Total20196,525 = 89%Open-access801 = 11%No open-access 7,326Total* Owing to the automation of the monitoring processes and the introduction of Plan S of cOAl
	Publication Funding1
	0.94.02.41.6<0.15.05.0Stand-Alone Publications Peer-Reviewed Publications2   – Hybrid Open-Access   – Gold Open-Access   – Other publication costsTotal   – of which open-access3€ million20211) The publication funding was published on the FWF’s website and in the Zenodo repository in spring 2022. 2) Consists of a) direct billing to publishers and b) payment through applications for publication costs. 3) Total of Stand-Alone Publications, Hybrid Open-Access, and Gold Open-Access and their percentage of the to
	Total new grants (in € million)natural sciences andengineering Mathematics23.126.79.0%11.0%Chemistry12.914.05.0%5.7%Geosciences8.55.63.3%2.3%Physics & Astronomy24.825.99.7%10.6%20212020Computer Science17.513.56.8%5.5%Other*17.613.46.9%5.5%Biology and Medical Sciences94.3   36.8%[ 2016–2020: 37.4%Natural Sciences and Engineering104.4   40.8%[ 2016–2020: 40.6%Humanities and Social Sciences57.4   22.4%[ 2016–2020: 22.0%1.11.22.61.00.81.01.01.70.12.01.00.91.10.41.30.40.41.01.31.00.11.30.60.70.11.02.21.21.70.60.
	Grants by Discipline Cluster
	humanities andsocial sciencesHistory, Archaeology8.39.23.3%3.8%Linguistics and Literary Studies8.210.13.2%4.2%Philosophy,Ethics, Religion6.56.12.5%2.5%Art and Art History7.14.12.8%1.7%Sociology7.05.62.7%2.3%Other*20.222.78.0%9.3%Total new grants 2021256.1€ millionBiology andMedical sciencesBiologyTheoretical Medical Sciences, Pharmacology44.850.726.722.417.5%20.8%10.4%9.2%Clinical MedicineOther*16.39.96.53.76.3%4.1%2.5%1.5%20202021*3.62.00.50.42.00,80.30.6Health SciencesMedical BiotechnologyOther Human Medi
	Reviews Received by Country
	USAGermanyUK1,535714681In 2021, the FWF assessed3,316 applications amounting to a total of €1.2 billion. 20,853 inquiries were sent to potential reviewers leading to a total of 5,766 reviews from 67 countries and regions. Funding decisions were made based on these expert assessments.reviews by region  (in %) 37.834.217.111.036.433.916.413.336.034.415.614.037.633.215.713.539.930.315.214.6Rest of EUUSA/CanadaGermany/SwitzerlandRest of world20172018201920202021AverageProcessing time20172018201920202021Internat
	EstoniaUnitedArab EmiratesMalaysiaSaudi ArabiaThailandCroatia IcelandLithuaniaRomaniaUkraineAlgeriaBahrainBulgariaColumbiaCuba EgyptGhanaIndonesiaKenyaLiechtensteinNepalPakistanQatar ZimbabweFinlandPolandIrelandNorwayIsraelIndiaPortugalNew ZealandBrazilCzech RepublicSouth KoreaSouth Africa635655555249454134282524554443333211111111111111reviews requested and received15,2214,70130.915,8454,72629.815,6694,63229.616,5204,88429.620,8535,76627.7RequestedReceived Response rate (%)2017201820192020202123232018141211
	International Programmes
	Total grants 2021 (in € million)ERA NETsBi- and multilateral outside Europe4.73.7Europe bi- and trilateral30.4
	ERA NET Participation
	Biodiversity Information Technology Rare Diseases Systems MedicineCardiovascular DiseasesPersonalised MedicineFuture Emerging Technologies Gender Dimension in Research Humanities Neuroscience Social Sciences Quantum Technology Cancer Research BiodivERsA3 CHISTERA 3EJP Rare DiseasesERACoSysMedERA-CVDERA PerMedFLAGERA IIGendernet HERA NEURON IIINORFACEQuantERA TRANSCAN-2224Projects Funded2004–2021Active Participation 202113Participation in Calls2004–202185European Partnerships(Biodiversa+, Water4All)2
	InternationalMobility
	The FWF supports successful young researchers on their way to scientific independence with the Schrödinger and Meitner mobility programmes.  In 2021, 32 young postdocs from Austria carried out research in 11 countries worldwide. In return, 76 international young researchers worked at Austrian research institutions.
	schrödinger fellowsdestinAtion coUntriesNetherlands (5), Spain (5), USA (5), Germany (4), Switzerland (4), UK (3), Finland (2), Canada (1), Czech Republic (1), Italy (1), Sweden (1) WomenMenTotal102232Meitner fellowscoUntries of oriGin/nAtionAlitiesItaly (14), Germany (8), China (5), France (5), USA (4), Austria (3), Columbia (3), Hungary (3), Netherlands (3), Poland (3), Spain (3), Greece (2), India (2), Iran (2), Romania (2), Australia (1), Bangladesh (1), Brazil (1), Czech Republic (1), Estonia (1), Irel
	ERC Grants since 2007
	Top 20 countries ranked bygrants per million residents** (a) without Advanced Grants 2017; ‘host country’ meansthe country of the host institution that supplied the recommendation at the time of application.(b) with regard to Synergy Grants, only the host country of the project coordinator is taken into account.Sources: (1) Grants: European Research Council (ERC), https://erc.europa.eu/projects-figures/erc-funded-projects(2) Residents: CIA World Factbook February 2020,https://www.cia.gov/the-world-factbook/
	Bibliometric Data2011–2020
	Top 20 countries ranked by citations per 1,000 residents** Sources: Population data: United Nations Statistics Division. Publications and citations: Scimago Journal & Country Rank; 2011-2020; generally only includes countries with at least 10,000 publications; Taiwan is not included because the United Nations Statistics Division does not list it as a country.** Chinese Special Administrative RegionSwitzerlandIcelandDenmarkSingaporeSwedenNetherlandsNorwayFinlandAustraliaBelgiumIrelandUKLuxembourgAustriaNew Z
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